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SUMMARY 

 Intraneuronal tangles of the microtubule associated protein tau are a 

hallmark of frontotemporal dementia and other tauopathies.  Tau stabilizes tubulin 

subunits to form microtubules in neuronal projections, but must be removed to allow 

transport vessicles to pass.  This dynamic process is controlled by the phosphorylation 

state of tau; increased phosphorylation removes tau from the microtubule.  

Unbound tau aggregates and is unable to be cleared, so a small molecule inhibitor 

of aggregation could stop the progression of the pathology.   

 The van Breemen lab has access to various natural product fractions 

prepared by collaborating research groups and are not widely available.  The 

previously published tau aggregation inhibitions screening assay utilized a 

fluorescence detector, which can only screen single molecule samples.  A mass 

spectrometry based screen was developed to be able to screen natural product 

fractions, which is described in Chapter 2.  Natural product fractions obtained from 

marine actinomycetes were screened in Chapter 3 and hit fractions were identified. 

 The three fractions which inhibited aggregation were profiled using a 

metabolomics approach, which is described in Chapter 4.  The identification and 

structure elucidation of a small amount of natural product is the most difficult step, 

so this approach moves it to the end to minimize the number of compounds that 

need to be identified.  The actinomycetes need to be recultured, taking several 

months, so the profiles of the new and old fractions can be compared to confirm 

the same compounds are present. 
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SUMMARY (continued) 

The 5-HT6 receptor antagonist, PRX-07034 is a potential treatment for memory 

issues related to frontotemporal dementias.  Chapter 5 outlines a validated UHPLC-

MS-MS method to quantitate the compound in both rat serum and brain.  The 

behavioral effects of the treatment have been studied for nearly 10 years; however 

the compound was never analytically determined to reach the brain. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Normal Structure and Function of Tau 

 The microtubule associated protein tau’s (referred to as simply tau) normal 

function is to stabilize microtubules which are vital for intracellular cargo transport.  

Tau is coded by one gene on chromosome 17 and is the major neuronal 

microtubule associated protein (MAP).  Two other MAPs (MAP1 and MAP2) have 

been identified but are of much higher molecular weight and do not participate in 

deleterious fibril formation 1.  Six isoforms of tau are produced by alternative splicing 

of its mRNA, and each contain three or four microtubule binding regions (MTBRs), 

each containing 31 or 32 residues 2.  These isoforms are dubbed 3R or 4R taus, 

depending on the number of carboxy-terminal MTBRs.  It is thought that each of 

these MTBRs are capable of binding a tubulin subunit and acting as a lattice to hold 

them in the correct position for assembly 3.  Also, three isoforms containing either 

one, two or zero amino-terminal 29 residue repeats have been identified, 

accounting for the six total isoforms known as 3R/0N, 3R/1N, 3R/2N, 4R/0N, 4R/1N, or 

4R/2N.  The isoforms range in total length from 352 to 441 amino acids and each 

repeat is associated with increased microtubule binding, making 3R/0N the least 

tightly bound 4.  Fully functional tau has little secondary structure except for β 

structure in the second and third MTBR.  The six isoforms are shown in Fig. 1.1. 
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Fig. 1.1  The six naturally occurring isoforms of tau.  They are displayed in order of 

most likely to form paired helical filaments (PHF) at the top to the least likely at the 

bottom 5. 
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Tau's activity is regulated by the level of phosphorylation controlling tubulin 

polymerization into microtubules and microtubule stability, normally functioning with 

two or three phosphorylations per protein 6,7.  The binding of tau to the microtubule is 

in dynamic equilibrium.  Hyperphosphorylation removes tau and allows vesicles to 

pass, whereas dephosphorylation allows tau to bind and promote stability of the 

microtubule 5.    

 More than 100 years after Alzheimer’s disease (AD) was first identified, the 

molecular mechanisms behind the pathology remain ambiguous.  A postmortem 

diagnosis still relies on the appearance of extracellular amyloid β (Aβ) plaques, and 

intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) which correlate with the extent of neuronal 

death.  Whether either or both of these are essential to pathology or simply markers 

of neuronal death have been much debated.  Currently there are two competing 

broad hypotheses which will be summarized in the shortest possible way.  Both have 

many variations on each step and too many more up and downstream effectors to 

list.  Many other hypotheses have been proposed, implicating bacterial infections 8, 

aluminum 9, damage by free radicals, cholinergic dysfunction 10, and L-glutamate 

excitotoxicity 11.  

1.2 Amyloid β, tau, and Alzheimer's Disease 

The amyloid cascade hypothesis 

 The amyloid cascade hypothesis holds that the appearance and 

aggregation of Aβ is the pathology responsible for AD.  The peptide sequence 

known as Aβ is found initially in the transmembrane domain of the amyloid precursor 

protein (APP).  The extracellular portion can be cleaved into a longer fragment by 
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α-secretase, or a shorter fragment by β-secretase, also known as β amyloid cleaving 

enzyme (BACE).  The fragments resulting from each are soluble and of no further 

consequence to disease progression.   The specific cleavage site of α-secretase 

removes some of the residues that would go on to form Aβ, so this is termed the non-

amyloidogenic pathway.  If β-secretase acts instead, the full Aβ sequence remains 

and can be further processed by γ-secretase, releasing the Aβ peptide.  Aβ varies in 

length from 39 to 43 residues, but the underlying mechanism is not clear.  It is 

possible that there are multiple γ-secretase isoforms, or that the cleavage site is not 

well defined 12.  Aβ 1-40 is most commonly produced, but Aβ 1-42 is more likely to 

aggregate due to the two additional hydrophobic residues.  The pathways of APP 

processing are displayed in Fig. 1.2. 

 In the AD brain, amyloid plaques are found in the vicinity of dead or dying 

neurons.  Although the plaques were originally thought to be the pathological 

agent, Aβ oligomers are now believed to the likely neurotoxin.  The addition of 

fibrillar Aβ to the cerebral cortex of rhesus monkeys causes neuronal loss and NFT 

formation up to 1.5 mm from the injection site 13.  The biochemical process of Aβ 

causing NFT formation is the subject of much debate.  The overproduction and 

oligomerization of Aβ1-42 effects synaptic activity and damages neurons, causing 

an immune response. Abnormalities in ion transport, phosphatase and kinase 

activity and oxidative injury lead to decreased neurotransmitter concentrations and 

widespread neuronal death. AD patients exhibit increasing dementia as this process 

proceeds 14. A graphical representation of this is shown in Fig. 1.3 to make a 

comparison to the tau tangle hypothesis. 
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Fig. 1.2.  APP can be processed by two separate enzymes, and the resulting peptide 

will follow one of two distinct paths.  sAPPα is not known to cause any pathology, 

whereas Aβ 1-40 and 1-42 are implicated in AD and other frontotemporal 

dementias.  15 
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 Fig. 1.3.  The amyloid cascade hypothesis 14 
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 One of the most important discoveries related to AD was found using mass 

spectrometry; the identity of the peptide which is the main constituent of amyloid 

plaques.  Robert Cotter and colleagues at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine 

identified the cleavage site of APP and the resulting secreted peptide which would 

be called Aβ1-42.  The group studied a Chinese hamster ovary cell culture 

transfected to overexpress human APP-770 and analyzed the secreted peptide 

product by plasma desorption mass spectrometry 16.  Once identified, the peptide 

was sequenced using Edman degradation 16.  The researchers were able to 

transfect the gene for human APP into mouse embryonic stem cells, creating the first 

mouse model of AD, less than two years later 17.  The overexpression of Aβ1-42 in vivo 

was confirmed by mass spectrometry. 

The tau and tangle hypotheses 

 There are several problems that keep the amyloid cascade hypothesis from 

being fully accepted.  Clinical trials investigating the use of Aβ immunotherapy, γ-

secretase inhibitors and Aβ aggregation inhibitors alone and in combination have 

all failed to show improvement in AD patients 18.  Transgenic mouse models that 

express a mutation in APP leading to an increase in Aβ 1-42 and plaques do not also 

have neuronal deterioration 19 or tangle formation 12.  In humans, β-amyloidosis is not 

enough to solely cause dementia, as some individuals have as much amyloid 

plaque as Alzheimer's patients, but without NFTs and dystrophic neurons surrounding 

the plaques20.  Also, neurofibrillary degeneration similar to AD occurs without β-

amyloidosis in Guam Parkinsonism-dementia complex, chronic traumatic 

encephelopathy (CTE), corticobasal degeneration and Parkinson's disease 21.

 The tau and tangle hypothesis posits that both aggregated tau and Aβ are 
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downstream effectors of an earlier pathological process, and are both involved in 

neuronal death, instead of NFTs being a byproduct of Aβ toxicity.  See Fig. 1.4 for 

one proposed pathway. 

A second tau and tangle hypothesis implicates a loss of function mutation in 

presenilin-1, which then fails to activate phoshphatidyl inositol-3-kinase (PI3K), which 

further downstream would allow the continued activity of a major tau kinase 

glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3) 22.  AD follows the same histological progression 

of neurodegeneration as the nonamyloid tauopathies such as Pick's disease, and 

the number of NFTs directly correlates with the degree of dementia.  The NFTs are 

made up of hyperphosphorylated tau in each disease (approximately three to four 

times more than is normal).  In frontotemporal dementia with Parkinsonism-linked to 

chromosome 17 and tau pathology (FTDP-17-tau), four missense mutations cause an 

increase in the 4R isoforms which are more susceptible than 3R isoforms of tau to 

hyperphosphorylation, driving self-aggregation into PHFs, then further into NFTs 23.  

The aggregation and toxicity of tau 

 Whatever the upstream pathology, it is generally accepted that the process 

of tau aggregation proceeds through the steps of hyperphosphorylation, self-

recognition, PHF or straight filament  formation, and further assembly to NFTs.  It has 

been reported that the same level of normal tau is present in AD brains as age 

matched unaffected brains.  However, four to eight times as much 

hyperphosphorylated tau is found in AD brains 24, without an increase in tau mRNA 

25.  The conclusion to be drawn from these data is that hyperphosphorylated and 
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Fig. 1.4   The tau and tangle hypothesis 21 
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aggregated tau is less able to be cleared.   

 Normal tau is very hydrophilic, with long stretches of positively and negatively 

charged residues, and β structure in the second and third repeats (R2 and R3) of 4R 

tau, and in the second repeat of 3R tau.  Inside these regions are the self-

recognition sequences necessary for PHF formation, but are surrounded by repulsive 

regions.  On the C-terminal side of these repeats, an acidic stretch of residues can 

be phosphorylated at three positions, opening up the β structure and neutralizing 

the repulsion between each tau protein.  This new conformation allows for the self-

recognition sequences to get close enough together for PHF formation.  This process 

is shown in Fig. 1.5.   It is proposed that the tyrosine residue in each peptide are 

responsible for initiation of PHF formation by studying the x-ray diffraction patterns of 

multiple PHF forming synthetic peptides26.  The tyrosine residues stay localized in the 

intersheet space between proteins.  The authors of the study recommend targeting 

this location with small molecules capable of interacting with and preventing 

aromatic hydrophobic interaction.  Further hydrogen bonding occurs following the 

initial hydrophobic interaction27, with lysine facing outward into the aqueous 

environment26. 

 As the structure grows from filaments to fibrils to tangles, normal tau is 

sequestered along with the hyperphosphorylated species 28, as well as MAP1 and 

MAP2 29.  It has also been reported that hyperphosphorylated tau fibrils are able to 

seed the formation of normal tau into fibrils in yeast models 30.  The removal of these 

proteins causes a failure in microtubules stability and neuronal death. 
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Fig. 1.5  All six isoforms of tau are capable of self-assembly in the manner displayed 

here.  Hyperphosphorylated tau loses its β structure, allowing the self-recognition 

sequences to approach each other in the proper orientation for PHF then fibril 

formation. 21.     
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 There are other explanations for the toxic event caused by aggregated tau.  

An increase in fibrils in the somatodendritic compartment is associated with 

fragmentation of the Golgi apparatus and abnormal morphology of the rough 

endoplasmic reticulum 7.  This has been observed in neuronal cultures and mouse 

models of AD.  It is proposed that tau fibrils stress the ER thereby activating the 

unfolded protein response (UPR) and signaling for apoptosis in the affected neuron.  

This response has been demonstrated with a variety of misfolded proteins relating to 

Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s and Creutzfeld-Jacob diseases.  Increased, but ineffective 

proteolytic activity in the cytoplasm leads to a secondary accumulation of proteins 

inside the ER, triggering the UPR 31. 

 There is some disagreement as to whether hyperphosphorylation drives tau 

aggregation into PHFs or if increased phosphorylation occurs due to aggregation.  

For this study, it is not necessary to distinguish between the two options.  The self-

recognition sequence (SRS) of tau is not affected by phosphorylation.  Extensive 

work has been carried out to determine the residues necessary for filament 

formation, and changes outside of the SRS have little or no effect in both full length 

tau and the AcPHF6 construct.  This construct’s name comes from the six amino acid 

sequence necessary for PHF formation and it is acetylated on the amino terminus to 

mimic its position in the interior of tau. 

 The fact that mutations in tau cause NFTs but not amyloid plaques, yet 

mutations in APP give rise to both plaques and tangles, argue that amyloid 

pathology occurs upstream of tau aggregation in the AD brain.  However, tau 

aggregation alone is enough to cause dementia.  It is possible that Aβ exacerbates 
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a tauopathy which is progressing slowly and brings on a faster rate of decline.  

Regardless of upstream pathology, the aggregation of tau is neurotoxic and 

provides a potential druggable target that may be useful in the treatment or 

prevention of AD, CTE and the other tauopathies.  However, the target cannot be 

validated until an inhibitor reaches the market. 

1.3 Protein Aggregation Assay History 

 The experimental methods in this study built on the work on direct analysis of 

protein aggregation by mass spectrometry developed in the van Breemen 

laboratory by Dr. Xun Cheng.  While different peptides are studied, the same 

approach is used and described here to show the tau specific changes that were 

made. Dr. Cheng’s method was developed to measure the remaining amount of 

Aβ after a period of aggregation and subsequent filtration of the aggregates.  

Synthetic Aβ1-40 was prepared and purified, dried and reconstituted in double 

distilled water to make a final concentration of 114 µM.  The inhibitors were added 

singly to give a concentration of 200 µM, and the solution was allowed to incubate 

for 20 h at 37º C.  The solution was centrifuged through a 10,000 molecular weight 

cut-off Millipore (Bedford, MA) regenerated cellulose ultrafiltration membrane to 

remove the aggregated protein.  The filtrate was analyzed by flow injection positive 

ion mass spectrometry using a Micromass (Manchester, UK) Quattro II triple 

quadrupole mass spectrometer.  The area under the curve for mass to charge ratio 

(m/z) 1083 was determined and compared with the negative control.  Peaks of Aβ 

monomer from incubations with previously published inhibitors showed an increase 
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in the Aβ monomer relative to control, and therefore indicated inhibition of 

aggregation 32.   

The method of Cheng, et al. 32 suffers from several limitations which are 

addressed in this dissertation.  First, the procedure is low throughput and labor 

intensive, as only four compounds were tested.  Also, flow injections suffer from ill-

defined peak shape, which makes accurate AUC determinations difficult.  Another 

limitation is that no reference compound was used to normalize the inherent 

fluctuations in instrument sensitivity.  The molecular weight cutoff filters are quite 

expensive and limit the feasibility of utilizing them for high-throughput screening 

(HTS). 

1.4  Short Peptide Segments to Study Assembly into Fibrils 

 The peptide sequence necessary for tau self-assembly into fibrils has been 

determined, and the unimportant regions of the protein can be omitted from assays 

to allow easier analysis and lower protein costs.  The benefits of this simplified model 

are that the level of phosphorylation can be ignored, and small molecules that 

intervene in the self-recognition step can be identified.  Recombinant tau lacking 

the self-recognition sequences (275VQIINK280 in R2 and 306VQIVYK311 in R3, known as 

PHF6) found in the MTBRs fail to form β sheet structures and higher order structures 33.  

It was determined that acetylated short peptides based on the tau self-recognition 

sequences were capable of β-sheet formation and further polymerization, which 

could be measured using transmission electron microscopy, far-UV circular 

dichroism, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and Thioflavin S fluorescence 34.  

In order to mimic the charge distribution of the internal region of tau, the peptides 
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were acetylated on the amino terminus and amidated on the carboxy terminus, 

and the terminology “AcPHF6” is used to describe the construct.   

 The assay described here will not be the first to measure tau aggregation.  

The current method of screening utilizes UV detection of Thioflavin S, which binds tau 

fibrils, and works for full length tau as well as for short segments of tau. The kinetics of 

self-assembly were determined for a range of peptide constructs including AcPHF6 

and other closely related segments.  The constructs were dissolved in 20 mM MOPS 

buffer to make a concentration of 2.2 µM peptide, with 10 µM Thioflavin S as a fibril 

binding fluorophore, and the aggregation was initiated by the addition of sodium 

chloride at150 mM.  The fluorescence of each mixture was determined every 

second for up to one hour.  It was determined that the aggregation followed a 

seeded nucleation-elongation mechanism, and the first order rate constant of 

AcPHF6 aggregation was found to be 8.54 x 103 x s-1.  Other related peptide 

constructs showed a lower rate, with some near zero.  When analyzed by circular 

dichroism spectroscopy, the AcPHF6 construct showed a mean residue elipticity 

increase at 190 nm, characteristic of β sheet conformation, relative to the non-

aggregating constructs.  FTIR was used to study the structure of the fibrous peptides, 

and AcPHF6 showed low frequency amide I bonds between 1610 cm-1 and 1637 

cm-1 and lacked a peak between 1684 cm-1 and 1704 cm-1.  These data indicate 

that the constructs form parallel β-sheet configuration.  The transmission electron 

micrographs showed clear formation of filaments of ~5 nm in width and 1 to 2 µm in 

length, made from two parallel protofilaments 34. 
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1.5 Blood Brain Barrier 

 One reason for the general failure of small molecule treatments for AD is that 

most drugs are unable to penetrate the blood brain barrier (BBB), with reports as 

high as 95 to 98% of drugs currently on the market 35.  However, a successful tau 

aggregation inhibitor or CTE treatment capable of treating dementia patients must 

be able to do so, as direct cranial infusion in humans has proved problematic in 

clinical trials 36.  The BBB can be thought of as three distinct barriers; a physical 

endothelial barrier, an enzymatic barrier and an efflux barrier37.  Drugs able to cross 

the BBB do so by lipid mediated free diffusion, usually have a molecular weight 

under 400 Da and typically contain fewer than 10 hydrogen bond donors or 

acceptors38.  However, a chemical library used for screening should not be limited 

to compounds with these characteristics, as further examination may reveal a 

useable pharmacophore.  Carrier-mediated BBB transport is also a possibility, as in 

the case of a metabolite of dopamine, dihydroxyphenylalanine, used in Parkinson’s 

disease (PD) treatment 35.  Other polar substances with transporters capable of 

being saturated include single amino acids and glucose 39.  However, our 

understanding of carriers is poor, and no structure-transport relationships have been 

identified, as one would a structure-activity relationship.  At this point, it would be 

lucky for a hit to be transported, but not out of the realm of possibility.  Multiple 

laboratories are investigating the linking of small molecules to a known transported 

substrate. 

 The physical BBB is made up of specialized endothelial cells (ECs) located on 

the intraluminal side of the brain's capillaries.  These specialized cells differ from 
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normal ECs by a having a high transendothelial electrical resistance and lacking 

fenestrations.  Also, tight junctions between the specialized ECs block paracellular 

diffusion of small molecules from the blood to the brain parenchyma, also known as 

the luminal and abluminal sides, respectively 39.  Astrocytic cell end-feet push in 

between the specialized ECs to help stabilize the barrier40, and nearby pericytes and 

neurons are believed to signal for differentiation and regulation of the BBB 41. 

 The enzymatic portion of the BBB presents a multitude of potentially 

inactivating enzymes both intracellularly and on the surface of the plasma 

membrane.  Adenosine is an example of a circulating nucleoside which is capable 

of entering the brain by a transporter, but has no effect due to rapid enzymatic 

degradation 38. 

 Finally, the BBB also serves as a barrier by expelling small molecules using 

active efflux transporters (AETs).  The best studied AET is the P-glycoprotein.  If active 

efflux is found to be a limiting factor in BBB penetration, one strategy is to co-

administer an AET inhibitor with the small molecule of interest 35. 

1.6 5-Hydroxytriptamine Receptor Antagonists as Treatment for Dementias 

 A separate strategy from the inhibition of tau aggregation to improve the 

lives of frontotemporal dementia patients is to mask symptoms caused by the 

underlying pathology.  While not changing the clinical outcome, increased 

cognition can improve the quality of life for patients and caretakers.  

 The serotonin system is comprised of neurons in the dorsal and ventral raphe 

nuclei which project to every region of the brain involved in cognition.   At least 15 
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distinct receptors mediate the action of one neurotransmitter known as serotonin or 

5-hydroxytryptamine, which gives the receptors the commonly used name of 5-HT 

receptors.  There are 7 main families numbered sequentially as 5-HT1 through 5-HT7 

and subfamilies of those receptors account for the other 8 distinct receptors 42.  

Splice variants exist for many of the subtypes, bringing the number of distinct protein 

products to 30 or more, all of which recognize serotonin as a ligand 43. This study 

focused on the 5-HT6 receptor, for which a small molecule antagonist was rationally 

designed by collaborative researchers 44.   

 The 5-HT6 receptor is distributed in regions of the brain responsible for memory 

formation, and the serotonergic system modulates many neurotransmitter pathways 

45.  Cholinergic transmission is regulated by the serotonergic system and is implicated 

in cognitive decline 46,47.  Further evidence that 5-HT6 inhibition may be useful to 

reverse cognitive decline associated with dementia comes from testing rats in the 

water maze test.  When treated with a direct injection of antisense oligonucleotides 

which knock down the 5-HT6 receptor specifically, rats improved spatial learning 

and memory in the test 48,49.  Small molecules capable of inhibiting the serotonergic 

receptor following oral administration would be much preferred to the repetitive 

direct cranial injection of oligonucleotides, which serve as a proof of principle, but is 

a poor clinical treatment option.  Several compounds have been shown to bind the 

receptor in vitro, and are covered in the introduction to Chapter 5.   

 5-HT6 receptor antagonists have been shown to be effective in delayed non-

match-to-sample (DNMS) tasks, an animal testing method which requires the animal 

to choose the reverse decision to the previous occasion 50.  This test has been shown 
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to identify age-related deficits in humans 51, primates 52, and rodents 46, making it a 

good way to evaluate compounds for efficacy.  Lesions of one or more of the 

hippocampus, prefrontal cortex and subiculum occur with dementias, and also 

impair the performance of subjects on the DNMS task.   
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CHAPTER 2 

DEVELOPMENT OF A NOVEL TAU AGGREGATION ASSAY 

2.1 Introduction 

 Natural products provide a wider variety of chemical structures displaying 

more chiral centers and greater steric complexity than synthetic chemical libraries 

53.  Among the new chemical entities (NCEs) filed between 1981 and 2002, 49% were 

natural products or were based on natural product leads54.  However, 

pharmaceutical industry funding of natural product research began to fall in the 

1990s partially due to the increased emphasis on HTS, combinatorial chemistry, and 

better defined molecular targets 55.  Many HTS assays require the testing of a single 

compound at a known concentration to determine a hit, removing the vast libraries 

of natural product fractions from consideration.  Another contributing factor to the 

decline of natural product research in private industry is the relative difficulty of 

isolation, identification, and scale up of identified hits.  It is possible to make a larger 

library using combinatorial chemistry at a lower cost than to fractionate extracts 

from natural sources.  The counter-argument to this line of reasoning is that a greater 

structural diversity will be represented in the natural products, requiring the 

screening of fewer "wells" to generate a lead compound. 

 There are several reasons natural products make good potential inhibitors of 

protein-protein interactions.  Natural product libraries are made up of privileged 

structures, evidenced by their binding to a wide variety of protein targets in many 

therapeutic areas 56.  Organisms have evolutionary pressure to form molecules 
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capable of interacting with protein targets to elicit an effect 57.  These somewhat 

promiscuous ligands can be rationally modified to provide more specific and tighter 

binding during the drug development process 57.  There are fewer  unique protein 

architectures formed by folding than is theoretically predicted 58 and differing 

protein sequences can give rise to the same overall folding 59.  Molecules able to 

interact with one endogenous fold will be able to affect different proteins in higher 

organisms 60.  Proteins with very different functions have evolved from common 

ancestral proteins retaining similar active sites 61. 

 The larger size of natural products and their tendency to interact with a 

variety of folds at the surfaces of proteins make them more likely to be hits for the 

disruption of protein aggregation than synthetic molecules designed with a specific 

target in mind.  Binding to the active site of an enzyme requires a smaller molecule 

with a few strong interactions, whereas blocking the self-recognition sequence of a 

protein calls for a larger molecule with many weak interactions.  For example, a 

scaffold isolated from soil actinomycetes lead to the development of three phase-III 

drugs, tacrolimus, rapamycin and ascomycin, which all bind the FK506-binding 

protein and modulate the signal transduction pathway of T-cell activation and 

growth 62-64.  See Fig. 2.1 for the structures of several selected small molecule protein-

protein interaction inhibitors.  This research provides a pathway for identification of a 

lead compound which can be further developed into drug candidates.  

 The screening for inhibitors of tau construct aggregation has been previously 

confined to pure, single compounds due to three distinct limitations of the 

fluorescence assays that have been used to date.  These limitations can be 
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Fig. 2.1.  The structures of rapamycin (A), tacrolimus (FK506) (B), and ascomycin (C), 

all of which bind the FK506-binding protein immunophilin proteins, but modulate the 

protein-protein interactions involved in signal transduction differently. 
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described as a relatively high protein and analyte consumption, a high rate of false 

positives or negatives caused by the absorption of excitation or emission 

wavelengths, and quenching of fluorescence by iron or copper ions commonly 

found in natural product extracts and fractions. When screening using a longer 

construct or full length tau, these costs would become much more important to 

consider, and may limit the amount of compounds that can be screened.   

 A mass spectrometry-based assay would probably be more sensitive than its 

fluorescence counterpart, allowing for the reduced consumption of both peptide 

and compound tested, for the following reasons.  A published 96-well plate 

fluorescence assay used 20 µg of construct per well 65.  The testing of one plate 

would consume nearly 2 mg of AcPHF6 construct. Natural products are commonly 

stored and distributed at 5 mg/mL, and testing would require at least 10 µL per well.  

This amount is not practical for natural products from microbial incubations, for 

example, since ~5 µL (of 5 mg/mL solution) per fraction is typically obtained from a 2 

L microbial incubation, which can take several months to obtain (Prof. Brian Murphy, 

UIC, personal communication). This is especially important for natural product 

isolations which can yield just several micrograms per fraction collected.   

 Natural product fractions are often turbid, colored, able to absorb UV light, or 

fluoresce, any of which can cause dramatic increases in background noise of light-

based screening assays 66.  When screening a mixture of compounds, one minor 

interfering constituent can render the assay useless for all of the other compounds 

being tested.  One method for getting around this problem is the use of europium 

during competitive binding assays. However, radioisotopes increase assay costs in 
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terms of materials and disposal of wastes as well as increasing risks to lab personnel 

66. 

 Copper, commonly found in fractions of natural product extracts, has been 

shown to quench fluorescence in screening assays. The phenomenon is reversible by 

addition of copper chelators 67, but this not practical for large-scale screening.  The 

fluorescence quenching of fluorophores by iron has been used to spectromerically 

determine the concentration of the metal in solution.  The interference in a 

fluorescence assay by these commonly occurring metals precludes the testing of 

natural products in fluorescence based assays. Therefore, another assay method is 

needed to screen for natural products that prevent aggregation of tau or other 

proteins. 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Reagents 

LCMS-grade acetonitrile and ammonium acetate were purchased from 

Thermo Fisher (Fair Lawn, NJ).  Formic acid (FA), DMSO, pyrimethamine, sodium 

chloride, and 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).   

2.2.2 Construct Synthesis and Purification 

The peptide AcPHF6 (Fig. 2.2), which was used as a surrogate for tau in the 

MS-based aggregation assay, was synthesized by the Protein Research Lab (UIC, 

Chicago, IL) using Fmoc protected amino acids and acetylated on the 

aminoterminus by reaction with acetic anhydride in the presence of pyridine.  After 
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synthesis, the construct was dissolved in a 1:1 mixture of HFIP and 87% FA, purified by 

HPLC and lyophilized.  The dry peptide construct was stored in a desiccator until use 

in the aggregation assay. 

2.2.3 Sample Preparation 

The incubation solution contained 20 mM ammonium acetate buffered to pH 

7.4 using aqueous ammonia, 4.5 µM pyrimethamine (internal standard, structure in 

Fig. 2.2), and 15 mM sodium chloride to promote aggregation.  The aggregation 

kinetics of tau have been found to be highly dependent on buffer conditions, and 

previously described methods note that an increasing concentration of NaCl  

increases the aggregation rate 68.  A 98 µL aliquot of incubation solution was 

pipeted into an autosampler vial (Fisherbrand, Fisher Scientific), to which 1 µL of 

natural product extract dissolved in DMSO was added.  At the time of LC-MS-MS 

analysis, 1 μL of 2 mM AcPHF6 in HFIP was added to the autosampler vial and vortex 

mixed.  

2.2.4 Assay Development 

 The use of selected reaction monitoring (SRM) mass spectrometry allows for 

great selectivity of the analyte while minimizing background noise and noise from 

contaminants.  SRM is the "acquisition of data in tandem mass spectrometry data in 

which a precursor ion of a particular fragmentation product from that precursor is 

selected in the second stage69."  The precursor ion of AcPHF6 was selected by 

obtaining a positive ion electrospray mass spectrum in scan mode using a Shimadzu 

(Kyoto, Japan) LCMS-8030 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. The expected 

[M+H]+ was observed at m/z 790.
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Fig. 2.2. The structures of the AcPHF6 construct (A) and, pyrimethamine (B). 
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 The product ions resulting from collision-induced dissociation (CID) of m/z 790 

were measured using a product  ion scan function with Shimadzu LabSolutions 

software.  By changing the CID collision energy, different abundances of product 

ions were produced.  Repeated flow injections of the AcPHF6 and pyrimethamine 

were made to determine the collision energy at which the highest abundances of 

structurally significant fragment ions could be produced.  Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 show the 

effect of changing the collision energy on both AcPHF6 and pyrimethamine on 

product ion abundance.  By increasing the intensity of product ion instrument 

response, a greater sensitivity is achieved.  This increased sensitivity allows for the 

quantitation of lower concentrations of AcPHF6 than would be otherwise possible. 

The use of 50 eV resulted in the highest abundance of counts, whereas the possible 

lower settings of 45 and 40 eV decreased the counts. The combination of precursor 

ion m/z, optimized collision energy, and product ion m/z values define the 

parameters of an SRM experiment.  Two transitions of each analyte were monitored 

for quality control, since changes in their ratio would indicate interference by co-

eluting compounds or impurities in the mobile phase.  A reference ion ratio was set 

at 40%, with a 20% variance in area allowed.   
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Fig. 2.3.  Positive ion electrospray CID product ion mass spectra of AcPHF6 using CID 

energy settings of -50 eV (A), -45 eV (B), and -40 eV (C).  The maximum instrument 

value of -50 eV was chosen to fragment the precursor ion of m/z 790 to the product 

ions of m/z 270 and m/z 129 because it resulted in the highest count abundance. 
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Fig. 2.4.  Positive ion electrospray CID product ion mass spectra of pyrimethamine 

(internal standard) using CID energies of -40 eV (A), -35 eV (B), and -30 eV (C).  A 

collision energy of 35 eV was chosen for the SRM of m/z 249 to m/z 177 and a 

collision energy of 30 eV was chosen for the SRM of m/z 249 to the product ion of 

m/z 233. 
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A Shimadzu Nexera LC-30AD UHPLC system interfaced to a Shimadzu LCMS-

8030 mass spectrometer was used equipped with a solvent degasser, refrigerated 

autosampler (4°C), and column oven (40°C). The UHPLC mobile phase consisted of 

isocratic acetonitrile/0.2 % FA in deionized water (18:82; v/v) at a flow rate of 0.4 

mL/min.  Separations were obtained using a Shimadzu Shimpack XR-ODS III (2.0 x 50 

mm, with 1.6 µm packing) UHPLC column, and the sample injection volume was 0.1 

µL.  The 8030 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer was operated in positive mode 

using an electrospray source and SRM.  The SRM transitions of m/z 790 to 270 and 

m/z 790 to 129 were monitored for AcPHF6, and the SRM transitions of m/z 249 to 177 

and m/z 249 to 233 were recorded for the internal standard pyrimethamine.  The 

following instrument parameters were used: an interface voltage of 4.5 kV, a heat 

block temperature of 400°C, a desolvation temperature of 250 °C, and a dwell time 

of 25 msec per SRM transition.  The area of each peak in the SRM chromatograms 

was determined, and the ratio of the quantifier transitions for AcPHF6 and 

pyrimethamine were computed and graphed every 2 min for 39 min.  

2.2.5 Choice of Internal Standard 
 

 The selection of an appropriate internal standard for this mass spectrometry-

based aggregation assay provided some unique challenges.  The gold standard of 

an internal standard in mass spectrometry is a stable isotope labeled version of the 

analyte to be measured.  However, in an aggregation assay, the labeled construct 

would simply aggregate along with the analyte, so that their peak area ratios would 

be expected to remain unchanged.   
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 To achieve the shortest possible chromatographic separation, the internal 

standard needed to have a retention time similar to the AcPHF6 construct.  While 

the internal standard and analyte should have similar retention times, coelution 

would not be ideal because of the possibility of interference caused by ion 

suppression of one by the other.  It was found that caffeine and pyrimethamine, two 

readily available standards, eluted most closely to the analyte.  The internal 

standard needed to be stable for at least 24 h in solution. A mixture of AcPHF6, 

caffeine and pyrimethamine was made in 20 mM ammonium acetate (pH 7.4) and 

incubated without NaCl in 3 different autosampler vials.  The raw peak areas (AUCs) 

were plotted over time (Fig. 2.5) and pyrimethamine was determined to be the most 

appropriate internal standard for this analysis based on stability.  The decreasing 

concentrations of pyrimethamine and caffeine are likely due to adsorption of the 

compounds onto the interior surface of the autosampler vial.  The incubation 

solution was made fresh every day and was only stored in the vial for 12 hours 

maximum; highlighted by the green box in Fig. 2.5. 

2.2.6 Choice of AcPHF6 Stock Solvent 

 Aggregation assays using AcPHF6 have previously dissolved this monomer in 

water for immediate use 68,70. Once dissolved in water, aggregation of ACPHF6 will 

slowly occur, potentially altering inter assay results. Therefore, improved assay 

procedures were needed to increase reproducibility. Enhanced throughput was 

also needed.   HFIP treatment has been reported to keep AcPHF6 in its monomeric 

form in solution 26, but it had to be determined whether using this solvent would 
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Fig. 2.5.  The raw peak areas (AUCs) plotted over time to determine whether the 

potential internal standards pyrimethamine and caffeine were unstable in solution.  

While the experiment was carried out over 80 hours, only the 16 hour time point was 

necessary once the assay was developed (green box). 
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affect the aggregation assay.  AcPHF6 was either dissolved directly into water or 

into HFIP to a concentration of 2 mM and 1 µL added to 99 µL of incubation buffer 

as described above.  The same LC-MS-MS method and data analysis were followed 

as described above. 

2.2.7 Considerations When Using Salts an a Mass Spectrometry Based Assay 

 Another hurdle in the development of this assay was the incompatibility of 

LC-MS with sodium chloride, which was used to speed aggregation and increase 

throughput.  Nonvolatile salts are known to deposit crystals on the electrospray 

source as the surrounding mobile phase evaporates.  Even small amounts of salt can 

build up over time, decreasing ionization efficiency of the source, and making it 

necessary to interrupt analysis for instrument maintenance.  The experiment to 

determine the time necessary to wash NaCl through the analytical column following 

sample injection used caffeine as a surrogate, because it can be detected by the 

mass spectrometer.  A 1 µL injection of 2 µM caffeine in water was made under 

conditions that would not retain this analyte, and the SRM transition of m/z 195 to 

138 corresponding to caffeine was analyzed over time.  The UHPLC system was set 

to 50% acetonitrile and 50% 0.1% FA in deionized water at a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min, 

which is the same flow rate used in the AcPHF6 aggregation assay.  The same 

UHPLC column, PEEK tubing, and LC flow diversion valve was used as well. 

2.2.8 Disaggregation Study 

 This experiment was carried out as was the AcPHF6 aggregation assay 

described above, except that 30 min after initiation, an equal volume of HFIP was 

added directly to the autosampler vial. Then, UHPLC-MS-MS analysis was carried out 
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as before to determine if AcPHF6 was reversed by HFIP.  A ratio of the AcPHF6 AUC 

to the internal standard AUC was graphed to determine if HFIP could disaggregate 

AcPHF6. By using an internal standard, dilution of sample resulted in the same area 

ratio. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

 The UHPLC-MS-MS AcPHF6 aggregation assay was used as a proof of 

principle test to determine the feasibility of screening a library of natural products. 

This MS-based assay would overcome the problems associated with fluorescence 

assays.  The assay was tested for precision, reliability, reproducibility, and freedom 

from carryover.   

 In order to determine whether a stock solution of AcPHF6 could be prepared 

in HFIP or would require water, stock solutions in each solvent were prepared at 2 

mM and analyzed as described in section 2.3.3.  The advantage of using HFIP as the 

stock solvent is that it inhibits fibril formation, allowing the same stock solution to be 

spiked into an aqueous buffer where aggregation can occur.  Previous studies have 

required the construct to be brought up in water and used immediately.  The AUC 

ratio of each the conditions were plotted in Fig. 2.6.  The result is that the 

aggregation rate was not changed significantly by the HFIP solvent.  A 100 fold 

dilution is enough to initiate aggregation. 
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Fig. 2.6.  The aggregation of AcPHF6 using either HFIP (black squares, n=3) or water 

(red circles, n=1) was plotted over time to determine whether HFIP could be used to 

prepare the stock solvent.  The stock solution of HFIP prevented aggregation from 

occurring prior to analysis and did not interfere with aggregation once diluted 100-

fold into incubation buffer. 
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 The elution of the unretained caffeine is displayed in Fig. 2.7 and models the 

rate at which NaCl would be pumped through the HPLC system.  This information 

was necessary to determine the point at which the UHPLC flow diversion valve 

should be switched from sending the mobile phase to waste to sending it to the 

mass spectrometer for analysis.  This step enhances throughput by preventing signal 

suppression, decreased ionization efficiency, and electrospray needle clogging. 

Based on the data in Fig. 2.7, the divert valve should be switched from waste to the 

mass spectrometer after 0.5 min.  Since caffeine is more hydrophobic than sodium 

and chloride ions, this provides a upper limit as to the time that the ions could be 

retained by a reverse phase column. 

2.3.1 Analytical Method Validation 

 It is important to validate the analytical method used to prove the method is 

precise, reproducible and rugged in the range of analytical conditions.  

Furthermore, the reliability of the assay should be tested so that method 

development will not be required on each new day of screening.  The UHPLC 

system, mass spectrometer and software all need to be validated as a system. 

 A system suitability standards mixture was utilized to evaluate inter-assay 

system performance.  The sample used was a screening vial which was allowed to 

aggregate to its endpoint.  There was still enough monomer in solution to make a 

measurement at the lowest concentration of AcPHF6 that could be expected to 

occur during the screening assay.  The internal standard had previously been 

determined to be stable long-term (Fig. 2.5). 
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Fig. 2.7.  The positive ion electrospray UHPLC-MS/MS SRM chromatogram of caffeine 

using mobile phase conditions that eluted this analyte without retention.  This 

experiment was used to determine the void volume of the system used to analyze 

AcPHF6 aggregation. Based on these data, NaCl in the incubation solution would 

elute before 0.5 min. 
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  The retention time of the analyte and internal standards must be 

reproducible over many analyses.  While no formal guidelines are in place for this 

type of study, a relative standard deviation of 5 % (%RSD) or less demonstrated that 

the UHPLC-MS system was operating in a reproducible manner.  Five consecutive 

analyses used the same vial of 20 µM AcPHF6 and 4.5 µM pyrimethamine, and the 

chromatograms are shown in Fig. 2.8.  The retention times were determined 

automatically by LabSolutions software and the mean, SD, and %RSD were 

calculated and summarized in Table I.  The %RSD was determined to be 0.606% and 

0.641% for AcPHF6 and pyrimethamine respectively.  These values far exceed  

commonly used guidelines and are indicative of a stable, reproducible LC-MS 

system. 

To determine the fluctuation in instrument performance and inherent error, 

the AUC was calculated for quantifier and qualifier SRM transitions of AcPHF6.  The 

ratio of these areas was calculated and the mean, standard deviation (SD) and 

%RSD of the ratio is shown in Table II.  The same calculation was performed for the 

internal standard.  The %RSD for each was less than 1%, which is considerably better 

than the UHPLC system specification of less than or equal to 2%.   

 The area ratios of the quantifier SRM transitions for AcPHF6 and 

pyrimethamine were determined (Table III).  Although the raw area values varied 

significantly from injection to injection, the ratios remained relatively constant, with a 

%RSD of about 3.7%.  The raw areas likely varied due to the volume actually injected 

by the autosampler. 
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Fig. 2.8.  Retention time reproducibility of the UHPLC-MS system was tested by 

making 5 repeat injections of AcPHF6 containing the internal standard 

pyrimethamine onto the system as previously described.  The retention times were 
determined at maximum peak height. 
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TABLE I.  THE RETENTION TIMES OF 5 REPEAT INJECTIONS WERE DETERMINED BY USING 

A SOFTWARE ALGORITHM, AND THE MEAN, SD, AND %RSD WERE CALCULATED TO 

DETERMINE THE SYSTEM VARIABILITY.  THE UHPLC SYSTEM SPECIFICATION WAS ≤2%RSD 

 Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3 Rep 4 Rep 5 Mean Std. Dev. %RSD 

AcPHF6 0.606 0.610 0.609 0.614 0.615 0.611 0.00370 0.606 

Internal 

standard 

0.713 0.720 0.714 0.724 0.720 0.718 0.00460 0.641 
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TABLE II. THE RAW AUCS OF THE UHPLC-MS/MS SRM QUANTIFIER AND QUALIFIER FOR 

ACPHF6 AND INTERNAL STANDARD PYRIMETHAMINE. THE AREA RATIOS WERE USED TO 

CHECK FOR INSTRUMENT FLUCTUATION. 

 
 AcPHF6 

Quant 

AcPHF6 

Qual 

AcPHF6 AUC 

Ratio 

Int Std 

Quant 

Int Std 

Qual 

Int Std AUC 

Ratio 

Replicate 1 9,863,385 3,074,932 3.208 8,347,405 7,542,286 1.107 

Replicate 2 8,240,900 2,549,323 3.233 7,486,963 6,677,605 1.121 

Replicate 3 7,262,229 2,275,838 3.191 6,764,475 5,988,370 1.130 

Replicate 4 8,072,913 2,508,173 3.219 7,169,396 6,377,478 1.124 

Replicate 5 7,005,150 2,181,504 3.211 6,412,410 5,738,212 1.117 

Mean 8,088,915 2,517,954 3.212 7,236,130 6,464,790 1.120 

Std. Dev.   0.0152   0.0086 

%RSD   0.4740   0.7641 
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TABLE III.  UHPLC-MS/MS SRM AREA RATIOS OF ACPHF6 TO INTERNAL STANDARD 

REMAINED NEARLY CONSTANT FROM INJECTION TO INJECTION, SHOWING THAT 

ERROR INTRODUCED BY THE AUTOSAMPLER INJECTING SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT VOLUMES 

IS CANCELED OUT BY THE USE OF AN INTERNAL STANDARD.  IT ALSO PROVES THAT 

PYRIMETHAMINE IS A SUITABLE INTERNAL STANDARD, BECAUSE AS THE RAW AREA OF 

ACPHF6 INCREASES, SO DOES THE IS. 

 

 

 AcPHF6 Quant IS Quant Quant AUC Ratio 

Replicate 1 9,863,385 8,347,405 1.182 

Replicate 2 8,240,900 7,486,963 1.101 

Replicate 3 7,262,229 6,764,475 1.074 

Replicate 4 8,072,913 7,169,396 1.126 

Replicate 5 7,005,150 6,412,410 1.092 

Mean 8,088,915 7,236,130 1.115 

Std. Dev.   0.0418 

%RSD   3.7489 
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 Mass spectrometry-based assays can be prone to carryover, which is the 

reintroduction of analytes not sufficiently washed out of the previous injection.  

Often introduced by the autosampler needle or precolumn tubing, carryover must 

be assessed to determine the robustness of the assay.  Carryover can be tested for 

by injecting a solvent blank sample after injecting a non-zero sample or standard.  

After analyzing the 5 replicates described previously, a 0.1 µL injection of deionized 

water was made using the same method, but with one modification.  The switching 

valve was not used so that the entire chromatogram could be monitored for a 

carryover peak.  This was done so that a carryover peak would not be missed as the 

void volume was sent to waste.  The chromatograms for all four transitions monitored 

are displayed in Fig. 2.9.  No significant carryover was observed in the 53rd analysis 

of the day during the screening of natural products. 

AcPHF6 allowed to aggregate could be disaggregated by the addition of 

HFIP as shown in Fig. 2.10.  The assay follows the same general pattern as previous 

research by the Goux and Nowick research groups 68,70,71.  HFIP unfolds proteins and 

breaks aggregation of many proteins, including tau 34,72,73. The six electronegative 

fluorine atoms likely serve as hydrogen bond acceptors and displace the hydrogen 

bonding between amino acids responsible for the aggregation .  Fig. 2.11 shows the 

aggregation occurring over time, indicated by the decrease in monomer as the 

construct forms higher order structures.  The interruption of this process would be 

considered a positive hit of a tested fraction, since the aggregation of AcPHF6 

models the pathologic aggregation of tau; a hallmark of frontotemporal dementias. 
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Fig. 2.9.  The injection of blanks throughout the screening process is useful to monitor 

for carryover.  These UHPLC-MS/MS SRM chromatograms show no carryover even 

though this was the 53rd injection in a series of natural products screening.  
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Fig. 2.10.  After previously described mass spectromeric analysis and data 

processing, the area ratio of AcPHF6 to internal standard was graphed over time to 

demonstrate the ability to disaggregate the incubation solution in real time.  The 

time point after which HFIP was spiked in is denoted by the arrow. 
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Fig. 2.11.  The area ratio of AcPHF6 to the internal standard was determined every 

2.5 min to monitor the aggregation over time for 4 replicates. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

A novel UHPLC-MS/MS method to measure tau protein aggregation was 

developed.  The amount of AcPHF6 monomer remaining in an incubation solution 

could then be used for the evaluation of natural product inhibitors of aggregation.  

The assay is capable of monitoring the monomer directly, instead of the previous 

approach of using fluorescence measurement, which does not work well with 

natural product screening.  The assay can be adapted to a high-throughput format 

to test multiple natural product fractions available to the laboratory, which was the 

next step in this research project.  As a proof of concept experiment, the addition of 

an equal volume of HFIP caused the breakup of aggregation, which could be 

observed in real time.   

 The optimized UHPLC-MS-MS method was determined to be specific for the 

analytes tested and free from carryover and excessive noise.  A suitable internal 

standard, pyrimethamine, was found and used to normalize volume injection error 

by the autosampler, as well as to correct for fluctuations in instrument response.  It 

was determined that disaggregating AcPHF6 in HFIP prior to the assay did not affect 

subsequent aggregation kinetics compared with water, and this was consistent with 

the literature.  The use of a flow switching valve was investigated and found suitable 

to remove NaCl prior to introduction to the mass spectrometer, which improves 

performance when analyzing many samples per day. Finally, the analytical method 

was partially validated and checked for excessive retention time changes, 

instrument fluctuation and applicability of pyrimethamine as an internal standard to 

correct for instrumentation fluctuation.
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CHAPTER 3 

HIGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENING OF NATURAL PRODUCTS IN THE ACPHF6 

AGGREGATION ASSAY 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 Goux and colleagues developed the AcPHF6 construct based on the 

nucleation sequence in full length tau 68.  The benefits of this simplified model are 

that the level of phosphorylation can be ignored, and small molecules that 

intervene in the self-recognition step can be identified.  Recombinant tau lacking 

the self-recognition sequences (275VQIINK280 in R2 and 306VQIVYK311 in R3 and known 

as PHF6) found in the MTBRs fail to form β-sheet structure and polymerize 33.  It was 

determined that acetylated short peptides based on the tau self-recognition 

sequences were capable of β-sheet formation and further polymerization by 

transmission electron microscopy, far-UV circular dichroism, Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy, and Thioflavin S fluorescence 34.  In order to mimic the charge 

distribution of the internal region of tau, the peptides were acetylated on the amino 

terminus and amidated on the carboxy terminus. The name “AcPHF6” is used to 

describe the construct.   

 A series of inhibitors of AcPHF6 aggregation were rationally designed by the 

Nowick research group at University of California, Irvine.  They exploited the feature 

for AcPHF6 to self-assemble by synthesizing a macrocycle with the VQIVYK motif as 

well as an interfering strand to halt growth of the β-sheets in solution (Fig. 3.1) 70.  The 

lower strand uses two amino acid residues and the molecular template Hao, which  
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Fig. 3.1.  (A) The β-sheet forming AcPHF6 highlighting the leading edge hydrogen 

bonding with the next construct in the growing aggregate.(B) Tau aggregation 

inhibitor 1a. Note that the top strand of inhibitor 1a contains the same VQIVYK motif 

found in AcPHF6 which hydrogen binds to the fibril.  The covalently bound bottom 

strand blocks further hydrogen bond formation and continuation of the β-sheet. 

 

A 

 

B 
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is a tripeptide β-strand surrogate lacking hydrogen bond forming heteroatoms 74.  

The template is so-named because it is comprised of hydrazine, 5-amino-2-

methoxybenzoic acid and oxalic acid groups 71.  Fmoc and Bmoc protected Hao 

can be incorporated into synthetic peptides, as it behaves just like natural amino 

acids.  Solid phase and solution phase synthesis can both be used to incorporate 

Hao into the strand.  The upper and lower strands are linked by two δ--linked 

ornithines to model β-turns.  Overall, a top strand exposes a H-bonding edge and H-

bond blocking is performed by the bottom strand.  R6 and R7 can contain any 

amino acid to optimize for folding, solubility and side chain hydrophobicity.  For 

inhibitor 1a (Fig. 3.1), the hydrophobic residue leucine was used at R7 to match the 

similarly hydrophobic valine at R1.  Lysine was incorporated at R6 to match the 

hydrophilic glutamine at R2 71. 

Nowick’s research groups’ inhibitors were tested for the ability to prevent, 

delay or minimize AcPHF6 aggregation using the Goux-developed fluorescence 

based assay and the following conditions: 100 µM AcPHF6 in 16 mM MOPS buffer is 

incubated with Thioflavin S (ThS), which binds aggregates and is read by an increase 

in fluorescence over 120 min.  The analysis used an excitation wavelength of 440 nm 

and followed the resulting emission at 480 nm, with 5 nm slit widths for both.  ThS 

without AcPHF6 showed a static baseline level of fluorescence, but did not increase 

over time.  A range of concentrations of inhibitor 1a were added to 100 µM AcPHF6, 

including 0, 25, 50 and 100 µM.  It was found that the 25 µM inhibitor 1a had 

negligible effect, 50 µM delayed aggregation by about 30 min, and 100 µM 

prevented aggregation completely70.   
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3.2 Materials and Methods  

3.2.1 Reagents 

 Macrocycle 1a was synthesized, purified, lyophilized, and provided by Mandy 

Zhang of the James Nowick lab group at University of California, Irvine.  Stored at 

room temperature until needed, 1a was solubilized in deionized water for use.  

Aqueous aliquots of 1a were kept at -20 ºC for a maximum of 2 weeks.  Five 96-well 

plates containing approximately 5 µL of 5 mg/mL natural product extracts derived 

from marine actinomycetes were provided by the Brian Murphy lab at UIC and were 

stored at -20 °C. HPLC-grade acetonitrile and ammonium acetate were purchased 

from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ).  Formic acid (FA), pyrimethamine, sodium 

chloride, and 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).  AcPHF6 was synthesized by the Protein Research Lab (UIC) 

using Fmoc protected amino acids and acetylated on the amino terminus by 

reaction with acetic anhydride in the presence of pyridine.  The construct was 

dissolved in a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of HFIP and 87% formic acid, purified by using HPLC, 

and lyophilized.  Finally, the construct was dissolved in HFIP to make a 2 mM solution.   

3.2.2 Procedure for High Throughput Screening 

 Incubation solution was prepared as described in Chapter 2, and 98 µL 

containing internal standard (pyrimethamine) was pipeted to each of 13 

autosampler vials per batch.  Natural product extract (1 µL of a 5 mg/mL) for 

screening was added to the first 12 vials, and 1 µL of DMSO was added to the 13th 

as a negative control (blank).  Once the UHPLC-MS system was ready for analysis, 1 

µL of 2 mM AcPHF6 dissolved in HFIP was added to the first vial, vortexed and the 
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analysis was started.  Once the first vial was injected onto the column, AcPHF6 was 

added to the second vial, vortexed and placed in the autosampler for analysis.  This 

process was repeated for the remaining vials in the batch.  Great care was taken to 

ensure that 1 min elapsed from the addition of AcPHF6 until the sample was injected 

onto the column.  After initial time points for each of the 13 vials was taken, 

Shimadzu LabSolutions software was programmed to repeat the analyses in order, 

resulting in a 1 min post-addition "initial" reading and a 27th min "final" reading. 

3.2.3 Instrument Conditions for the Proof of Principle Assay and Screening 

 An isocratic flow of 82% of 0.2% FA in deionized water and 18% acetonitrile 

was pumped at a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min by a Shimadzu Nexera LC-30AD UHPLC 

system equipped with a solvent degasser, refrigerated autosampler (4°C), and 

column oven (40°C).  A Shimadzu Shimpack XR-ODS III (2.0 x 50 mm, with 1.6 µm 

packing) column capable of withstanding a backpressure of 10,000 psi was used to 

separate the mixture. A 0.1 µL aliquot was injected for each analysis.  The Shimadzu 

8030 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer was operated in positive ion mode using 

an electrospray source.  Instrument parameters were optimized for the SRM analysis  

of the AcPHF6 transitions of m/z 790 to 270 and m/z 790 to 129. The internal standard 

(pyrimethamine) transitions of m/z 249 to 177 and m/z 249 to 233 were also recorded 

for all singly protonated molecules.  The following instrument parameters were used: 

an interface voltage of 4.5 kV, a heat block temperature of 400°C, a desolvation 

temperature of 250 °C, and dwell time of 25 msec per transition.  A column cleaning 

method of 0 to 95% B over 5 min then holding at 95% B for 3 min was used between 

batches. 
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3.2.4 Use of Autosampler to Automate Sample Preparation 

The use of robotics can greatly increase sample throughput by extending the 

workday from 8 to 24 h.  The AcPHF6 aggregation assay was designed to take 

advantage of automated sample preparation, simply requiring the mixing of two 

solutions and making two UHPLC-MS/MS analyses separated by a 30 min incubation.  

The Shimadzu CTO-30 autosampler was programmed to perform these functions  by 

using command line functions in the LabSolutions software  75.   

Conical autosampler vials containing 100, 200 or 500 µL incubation solutions 

were placed into the 105 vial autosampler rack.  One autosampler vial was filled 

with 50 µL of 2 mM AcPHF6 dissolved in HFIP and placed in the standards 

autosampler rack.  The UHPLC-MS/MS conditions were used as previously described 

for the aggregation assay.  Commands were written so that 1 µL of AcPHF6 solution 

was transferred to one incubation autosampler vial.  Then the vial was mixed by 

drawing and expelling 25 µL of the mixture into the autosampler needle and sample 

loop 10 times at a draw speed of 35 µL/sec.  This is the maximum speed and volume 

allowed by the system.   

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Use of Autosampler to Automate Sample Preparation Results 

Three diluent volumes were used to check for complete mixing by the autosampler.  

If mixing was complete, then there should be a linear relationship between 

increasing final concentration of the analyte and increasing AUC of the transition 

monitored.  One µL of 2 mM AcPHF6 dissolved in HFIP was added to 100, 200 and 

500 µL of incubation solution, and the results graphed in Fig. 3.2. The AUC of  
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Fig. 3.2.  UHPLC-MS/MS SRM chromatograms of 1 µL of 2 mM AcPHF6 in HFIP 

apported and mixed with 100 µL (A), 200 µL (B) and 500 µL (C) of incubation solution.  

The AUCs are 6,521,000, 6,561,000 and 6,473,000 respectively.  (D) The AUCs were 

graphed against expected concentration.  If the solutions were adequately mixed, 

a linear increase in AUC values with increasing concentration would be expected. 
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each analysis was roughly equal, indicating that mixing was not occurring 

throughout the incubation solution.  A best fit line was added to the graph to 

evaluate the linear relationship of concentration to AUC. The coefficient of 

determination value of the line was 0.1758, showing that the data poorly fit the line 

and would not be a good indicator of future outcomes.   

Due to the poor automated mixing results, it was determined that manual 

vortex mixing would have to be performed for each sample, which was the 

technique used by previous investigators.  Investigation of mixing in other 

autosampler vial types was not done because use of a non-conical vial would 

require a larger amount of natural products and constructs.  If new autosampler 

mixing technology becomes available, automation of mixing could be investigated 

again.  

3.3.2 Evaluation of Nowick's Macrocycle Inhibitor 1a 

 The inhibitor 1a at a concentration of 40 µM and a control were compared 

using the previously described assay to determine whether it could be used as a 

positive control in the high-throughput screen.  When treated with the known 

inhibitor 1a, 38% ± 3.8% of the monomer remained in solution, whereas the control 

had 22.2% ± 2.8% monomer remaining after 30 min.  The graphed results are 

displayed in Fig. 3.3.   
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Fig. 3.3.  The remaining ratio of AcPHF6 monomer to internal standard relative to the 

ratio at t=0 was graphed over time for an untreated sample and one treated with 

inhibitor 1a (n=4).  The analysis was extended to 90 min to ensure that the endpoint 

of aggregation was reached in pane B. 
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 One observation of both the Nowick lab group and the van Breemen lab is 

that the maximum reading for aggregation varies across analyses.  In the 

fluorescence and mass spectrometry assays, the curves of rationally designed 

compounds follow a seeded nucleation mechanism and proceed to a static value 

where further aggregation does not occur.  The static value varies from analysis to 

analysis, so data from each inhibitor should be normalized to the value of the 

untreated control.  Inhibitor 1a was chosen as the positive control for the high 

throughput assay because it inhibited aggregation at the lowest concentration of 

inhibitors designed and tested by the Nowick lab.  The inhibitor has reasonable 

storage conditions, stability and solubility in water, making it an effective tool to 

evaluate an orthogonal assay. 

3.3.3 Screening of Marine Actinomycetes Results 

Natural product fractions from marine actinomycetes were tested singly in 

the mass spectrometry based AcPHF6 aggregation assay.  Five 96 well plates were 

tested, though not all wells were filled with a natural product fraction.  These empty 

wells were omitted.  The maximum number of wells tested in one work day by one 

researcher was 96, along with 8 untreated control experiments. The ratio of the AUC 

of analyte to internal standard at 27 min was divided by the same ratio at the zero 

time point.  This value was divided by the average ratio of the untreated control 

samples taken each day (Fig. 3.4).  The best two inhibitors of aggregation from each 

day’s experiments were chosen for retesting in triplicate.   
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Fig. 3.4. The results of the high throughput screens of Trays 1, 2, FP1, FP2, and FP3 in 

panes A, B, C, D and E respectively.  The best 2 inhibitors of aggregation were 

chosen for further investigation from each graph.  The hits selected for confirmation 

testing are circled in green. 
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The Z’-factor was calculated for each of the 5 plates’ control data using 

Zhang and colleagues’ equation 49.  Each of the 5 plates had a Z’-factor less than 0, 

indicating the negative and positive control signal variation bands overlap.  The 

signal variation bands are defined as 3 standard deviations of the mean assay signal 

for the positive and negative controls.  This underscores the need for an inhibitor 

able to prevent AcPHF6 from aggregating better than inhibitor 1a. This screening 

assay was developed to find the best inhibiting fraction from a library of marine 

natural products without a positive control.  

 Fractions with the best inhibition of AcPHF6 aggregation found during the HTS 

were evaluated again with 3 replicates.  The fractions chosen for further testing were 

B8 and E2 in Plate 1, A3 and E11 in Plate 2, G8 in Plate FP1, H3 and G12 in Plate FP2, 

and A3 and C5 in Plate FP3.  These wells were tested along with inhibitor 1a and an 

untreated control for comparison purposes and graphed over 280 min in Fig. 3.5.  

Three tested wells had statistically significant decreased aggregation when 

compared with the control.  Inhibitor 1a also displayed significant reduction in 

aggregation as expected.  The results for all retested preliminary hits are shown in 

Table IV.  The wells which failed to significantly inhibit AcPHF6 aggregation at 140 

minutes were excluded from further evaluation.  
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Fig. 3.5.  The identified hits, FP1 G8, FP2 H3 and FP3 C5 were analyzed 5 times each 

over 280 minutes to ensure complete aggregation had occurred, not just the delay 

of aggregation. 
 

  Minutes 
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TABLE IV.  THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE INHIBITION OF ACPHF6 

AGGREGATION OF EACH PRELIMINARY HIT ARE SUMMARIZED BELOW AT 140 MINUTES, 

WITH 3 REPLICATES OF EACH.  THE HITS THAT FAILED TO SHOW SIGNIFICANT INHIBITION 

WERE EXCLUDED FROM FURTHER STUDY. 

 

Inhibitor    Mean Standard Deviation 

Inhibitor 1a 1.24 0.11 

Plate 1 B8 1.03 0.10 

Plate 1 E2 1.06 0.15 

Plate 2 A3 0.964 0.22 

FP1 G8 1.31 0.16 

FP1 A4 1.07 0.12 

FP2 H3 1.17 0.10 

FP2 G12 0.988 0.08 

FP3 A3 1.09 0.15 

FP3 C5 1.22 0.19 
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3.4 Conclusion 

The mass spectrometry based assay for measuring AcPHF6 aggregation 

inhibition was able to identify three active fractions from marine actinomycetes.  The 

hits must be further purified and each metabolite tested individually as a pure 

compound to identify a lead compound for further testing.  Identified compounds 

should next go through testing using a full-length tau aggregation assay.   

The newly developed assay was found to be robust, precise and operates 

with low intrinsic error, making it a good candidate to be performed by other 

researchers with varied natural product libraries in need of testing.  All of the 

requirements of the assay are easily obtainable and no specialized techniques 

employed.  A basic understanding of LC-MS is all that is required to continue the 

research.  The assay’s results showed statistically significant activity of inhibitor 1a, 

which agrees with the fluorescence assay.   

Using the autosampler as a robot to automate sample preparation and 

decrease hands-on time was not successful. However, this approach should remain 

an area of interest to enhance the efficiency of the method.  Many different robotic 

preparation conditions should be tested until successful mixing of reagents can be 

achieved. 

Mass spectrometry has rarely been used as a detection technique for in vitro 

assays due to the relatively slow chromatography of conventional HPLC systems and 

the high cost of instrumentation.  With the greater availability of UHPLC systems, per 

sample analysis times can be decreased by about 5-fold compared with 

conventional HPLC, allowing for much greater throughput than was previously 
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possible.  While instrumentation costs are still relatively high, the value of difficult to 

obtain natural product fractions is also very high.  The fractions painstakingly 

gathered and processed would not have been able to be tested by the 

conventional fluorescence assay, so would have gone unused.  So while not able to 

match the high throughput of other assays, the mass spectrometry assay is able to 

evaluate high value natural products that would otherwise go untested. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PROFILING OF ACTIVE FRACTIONS BY METABOLOMICS-GUIDED ACCURATE MASS HIGH 

PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 

 Metabolomics is the study of low molecular weight organic biological 

components and their complex interactions in biological systems.  The small 

molecules can form larger components, such as proteins, RNA, DNA, and cell walls, 

through metabolic processes, and are important for regulation and signaling 76. 

While the metabolomes of plants and animals are also commonly studied, this 

dissertation focused on microbial metabolomics since fractions of marine 

actinomycetes were tested in the peptide aggregation assay.   

High resolution mass spectrometers, such as quadrupole-time-of-flight (QTOF), 

ion trap-TOF (IT-TOF), Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance, or Orbitrap 

instruments, are commonly used for their ability to predict the molecular formula of 

the metabolite due to their high mass accuracy and resolution 72,76.  The Shimadzu IT-

TOF mass spectrometer (the first production instrument of its kind) is capable of 

measuring the accurate masses of both precursor and product ions to provide 

useful structural information 76. 

 LC-MS/MS can provide a metabolomic "fingerprint" of the positively testing 

wells from the actinomycetes fractions.  These bacteria require a long period of 

growth, and by matching the fingerprints, one can make certain that the same 

metabolites responsible for inhibition of aggregation are present.  While no single 
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analytical method can detect 100% of the metabolites present, the vast majority of 

commercially available standards from three bacterial species could be measured 

72. Identification of the metabolites has proven difficult, since most large 

metabolomic identification projects like HUSERMET focus on the human 

metabolome 77.  Fig. 4.1 gives an outline of the quantities of natural products 

required for each stage of the therapeutic agent development process.  A 

successful compound passing through each step requires much more material and 

only the most active fractions can be realistically scaled up due to growth time of 

the bacteria.  

4.1.1 Metabolomics Software 

 Many software packages are available to process metabolomic type data, 

but only the software used in this dissertation will be discussed in detail.  Many of the 

algorithms used to process the data in commercially available metabolomics 

software are hidden from the user and not published, so as to maintain a 

competitive advantage.  Open source software showing all of the processing 

algorithms is available, but requires a large investment of time to learn due to limited 

graphical interfaces.  The closed source commercial products attempt to simplify 

and streamline the process. The overall purpose of the software used in this study, 

Profiling Solutions (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Columbia, MD), was to filter raw 

data, detect, align and normalize features.   
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Fig. 4.1.  The amount of natural product required increases exponentially as the 

compound is advanced through the drug development scheme shown here 55.  The 

actinomycetes fractions provided for high throughput screening contained only µg 

amounts of active compounds, thereby limiting the progression.  The focus of this 

study was to identify bioactive fractions. 
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 Profiling Solutions is based on the open source XCMS platform, whose 

acronym comes from "X" forms of Chromatography Mass Spectrometry 78.  LC-MS 

features, consisting of an accurate mass and a retention time, have their retention 

times aligned, then their intensities are compared.  In samples without internal 

standards, XCMS is capable of dynamically identifying common metabolites across 

samples to calculate a nonlinear retention time correction profile for each sample.  

If internal standards are used, they can be identified by the researcher and used to 

align peaks, which is what was done in this study since there may not be common 

metabolites in all analyses.  After either of the retention time alignment options, the 

intensity of each feature is normalized to that of the internal standard and then 

compared across samples from various fractions.  Additional Shimadzu software can 

then be used to predict formulas for important unknown compounds, and their 

accurate masses, product ion tandem mass spectra and predicted formula can 

then be used to search any available database singly or in combination.   

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Reagents 

 LC-MS grade acetonitrile was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific 

(Hanover Park, IL).  Deionized water was produced fresh each day using a Siemens 

(Warrendale, PA) PURELAB Ultra system.  Pyrimethamine, FA and reserpine were 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).   
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4.2.2 Hit Fraction Preparation 

 Each of the three hit fractions identified in the AcPHF6 high throughput screen 

were diluted 50-fold into a solvent consisting of 70% acetonitrile and 30% deionized 

water.  Reserpine and pyrimethamine were added to make 500 nM final 

concentrations.  These two compounds were added to function as internal 

standards and also to aid in aligning retention times from analysis to analysis.  A 

pooled sample from 10 inactive fractions was prepared and used to test for 

commonly occurring metabolites.  Each fraction was analyzed one time in each of 

the ionization modes described below.  The analytical blank was analyzed once 

before and once after each ionization mode group. 

4.2.3 Liquid Chromatography and Mass Spectrometer Conditions 

 A Shimadzu IT-TOF hybrid mass spectrometer coupled with a Shimadzu LC20-

XR HPLC system was used for data acquisition.  Reverse phase UHPLC was used to 

separate metabolites by polarity.  A 5 µL injection was made onto a Shimadzu 

Shimpack III XR-ODS 2.0 x 50 mm UHPLC column containing 1.6 µm packing.  Mobile 

phase A consisted of 0.1% FA in deionized water and mobile phase B was 

acetonitrile.  The flow rate was 0.35 mL/min, and the gradient is described in Table V.   
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TABLE V.  THE GRADIENT SETTINGS USED FOR REVERSE PHASE SEPARATION OF HIT 

FRACTION METABOLITES. 

 

%Mobile Phase B Setting Time (minutes) 

5% B 0 to 2 

70% B 12 

95% B 20 

95% B 24 

5% B 24.1 to 30 
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 The mass spectrometer was operated in scan mode from m/z 100-1500 with 

Automatic Sensitivity Control activated and set to a total ion current of 1,000,000 

ions.  Automatic, dynamic product ion scanning was utilized to obtain MS-MS data, 

and the product ion scan range of the most abundant ion was set from m/z 50 to 

1000. After three product ion scans of the same precursor were completed, that 

mass was excluded from further MS-MS analysis.  Ions from m/z 157.03 to 157.04 were 

put on the excluded ion list, due to the high abundance of the [2 DMSO + H]+ ion 

resulting from the DMSO used to store the natural product fractions.  Each fraction 

was subjected to four separate LC-MS-MS analyses as follows: electrospray positive, 

electrospray negative, atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) positive, 

and APCI negative.  The different ionization sources were used to give a well-

rounded picture of the metabolites present in the fractions.  Although the instrument 

was capable of polarity switching, separate positive and negative mode analyses 

were performed because the duty cycle exceeded 2 s to perform the scan and 

product ion scan in each mode.  Some analytes might only elute for 5 to 10 s and 

would be missed if all modes of analysis were carried out sequentially during a single 

analysis. Fortunately, the low number of fractions to test allowed for the separate 

analyses using each ionization mode. 

4.2.4 Profiling Solutions Software 

 Shimadzu Profiling Solutions software was utilized to process features in the LC-

MS-MS analysis following a metabolomics guided workflow.  A feature consists of an 

accurate mass measurement, its retention time and the intensity of the peak.  The 

software is used to determine whether a feature is found in the blank, one or 
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multiple fractions.  Metabolites that should be analyzed further should occur in one 

or more of the hit fractions and be considerably more abundant than in the 

fractions collected immediately before and after.  Each feature is calculated from 

many user-defined parameters, requiring adjustment by the mass spectrometrist to 

adequately describe the peak.  For most of the features, the following integration 

settings were used:  minimum peak width at half-height of 5 seconds, peak start and 

end requiring a slope of 500 counts per minute, minimum AUC of 10,000 counts.  This 

area count threshold was chosen because random noise with only one consecutive 

data point tends to fall below 10,000 on the Shimadzu IT-TOF.  The feature alignment 

m/z tolerance was set to 10 mDa, and the retention time tolerance was set to 0.5 

min.  Savitzky-Golay smoothing with 25 point width was applied to remove random 

noise without undue degradation of the underlying data 77.  

4.2.5 Rationale for Identification of Active Compounds 

 The approach used in this study is to perform the time consuming compound 

identification tasks last, after the likely feature responsible for activity is identified.  

The features selected for purification and retesting as single components or 

simplified mixtures should be present in a relatively high abundance.  The 

abundance is estimated from LC-MS response from ESI and APCI ionization in both 

positive and negative modes.  The inhibition of tau and AcPHF6 aggregation has 

previously been shown to be concentration dependent70,79,80. 

 The likely active features are further narrowed by removing features which 

appear in the bookending fractions collected from the same specimen.  The 

features which are present in other samples, but did not result in activity are 
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deemed unimportant for further study.  These two steps greatly reduce the number 

of retesting experiments required.   

4.3 Results and Discussion 

 The accurate mass LC-MS-MS analysis in four different ionization 

configurations was performed to profile the active fractions and to characterize 

metabolites that were potentially responsible for anti-aggregation activity.  The HTS, 

retesting in triplicate and profiling experiments depleted all of the active natural 

product fractions available.  The process of incubating a larger batch of the 

actinomycetes and hopefully collecting the same fractions will take several months, 

and it is important to know exactly which fractions tested positive in the assay.  The 

second batch of metabolite fractions can be analyzed following the same method 

and compared to the metabolomics guided profile.  

 The positive-testing fractions, named after the fraction plate (FP) and well 

position code, FP1 G8, FP2 H3, and FP3 C5, and blank samples were analyzed using 

the procedure described in Chapter 4.2.3.  Each sample was analyzed using positive 

ion and negative electrospray as well as positive ion and negative ion APCI to get a 

broad picture of the metabolites present in the samples.  The total ion 

chromatograms (TICs) from each are displayed in Figs. 4.2 - 4.7.  The blank analysis is 

used to identify contaminants and background noise inherent to the system and the 

analytes that were identified can be subtracted from the hit fractions using Profiling 

Solution software.  The metabolites found in the pooled sample of inactive fractions 

can be ruled out as active compounds since they were not responsible for 

aggregation inhibition.   
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By using an untargeted metabolomics approach, one can compare the 

features of one fraction to another without requiring full identification of the 

metabolites.  Determining the chemical formula and ultimately, identifying the 

chemical structure of a lead compound is challenging and time consuming, so this 

approach allows that step to be taken last.  Using this approach, it is possible to 

characterize compounds and compare their relative concentrations while removing 

interfering molecules and noise.  Profiling Solutions (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) 

software was used to integrate, align and filter the features acquired in the 

chromatograms shown in Figs 4.2 to 4.7.  The internal standards reserpine and 

pyrimethamine were used to align peaks from different analysis (Fig. 4.8).  The 

retention time of analytes can vary slightly from analysis to analysis, so the 

processing software uses these standards to correct for retention time variation.  

Where only one internal standard was detected, it was used solely to correct 

retention time. Features can be "binned" together based on their accurate mass 

measurement within a given error margin and their corrected retention time within a 

given error margin.  The AUCs from the binned features can be compared to give a 

relative concentration, whether the feature is present or not.  The large number of 

features identified makes it difficult to present the data, but the processing of one 

feature can be illustrative of the workflow involved 
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Fig. 4.2. The total ion chromatograms of fraction FP1 G8 obtained using positive ion 

and negative ion electrospray (ESI) and APCI positive and negative modes.  

Reserpine eluted at 13.5 min, and pyrimethamine eluted at 5.5 min. 
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Fig. 4.3.  The total ion chromatograms fraction FP2 H3 in ESI positive and negative 

and APCI positive and negative modes.  Reserpine and pyrimethamine were 
included as internal standards. 
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Fig. 4.4.  The total ion chromatograms fraction FP3 C5 in ESI positive and negative 

and APCI positive and negative modes.  Reserpine and pyrimethamine were used 

as internal standards. 
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Fig. 4.5.  The total ion chromatograms of the pooled sample in ESI positive and 

negative and APCI positive and negative modes.  Reserpine and pyrimethamine 

eluted at 13.5 at 5.5 min, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.6.  The total ion chromatograms of the blank sample in ESI positive and 

negative and APCI positive and negative modes. Reserpine and can be seen at 

13.5 and pyrimethamine at 5.5 min. 
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Fig. 4.7.  Computer-reconstructed mass chromatograms for the internal standards 

show the slight variation in retention time from analysis to analysis in the analysis of 

FP1 G8 (A), FP2 H3 (B), FP3 C5 (C), Pooled (D) and Blank (E).  The mass 

chromatograms have been overlaid onto the TIC and enlarged 5-fold and 15-fold 
for pyrimethamine and reserpine, respectively. 
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Profiling Solution identified a feature of m/z 611.5387 found using positive ion 

ESI in hit well FP2 H3, but not in the other hits, the pooled sample or the blank.  The 

integration settings used for this and all data processing were described in section 

4.2.4. 

 To further evaluate the peak picking and binning parameters, manual 

inspection of the data helped to rule out low abundance or noise peaks and was 

used to look more closely for the same feature in other fractions.  This was done to 

be sure a commonly occurring metabolite did not slip through the requirements and 

report as a false positive.  The extracted ion chromatogram of m/z 611.5387 is 

displayed in Fig. 4.8.  This feature was not detected above threshold levels in the 

other hit fractions, pooled or blank sample, showing that this feature is not a 

commonly occurring metabolite, or noise. The extracted ion chromatogram of the 

pooled sample is shown in Fig. 4.9. 

The high resolution capability of the IT-TOF facilitated the resolution of the 

isotope peaks for this feature.  The isotope peaks are important for determining the 

number of charges found on the ion, making mass determination possible based on 

the measured m/z values, even when the ions are multiply charged 81.  The isotope 

peaks shown in Fig. 4.10 are spaced 1.0056 units apart, which is very close to the 

theoretical mass of a proton of 1.0073 units 82. 
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Fig. 4.8.  The computer-reconstructed mass chromatogram of the mass range m/z 

611.53 to 611.55 displayed for the positive ion electrospray analysis of fraction FP2 

H3.  The Shimadzu LabSolutions software calculated a retention time of 15.925 min 

for the feature. 
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Fig. 4.9.  The extracted ion chromatogram of the mass range m/z 611.53 to 611.55 

displayed for the positive ion electrospray analysis for the pooled sample.  While a 

small peak is visible, it falls below the threshold area of 10,000. 
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Fig. 4.10.  Expanded view of the isotope peaks of the feature of m/z 611.5. Because 

the isotope spacing is approximately 1 unit, the feature represents a singly charged 

protonated molecule, [M+H]+. 
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 Knowing the denominator in the m/z ratio is 1, the mass of the compound 

can be determined by subtracting the mass of a proton from the measured m/z 

value.  The calculated monoisotopic mass of the compound shown here is 

approximately 610.5314.  The monoisotopic mass shown in these examples varies 

slightly due to peaks being averaged in slightly different widths.  The profile acquired 

during each scan is centroided by LabSolutions software and then averaged over 

the selected number of scans.   

 Formula Predictor software from Shimadzu is capable of using the accurate 

mass measurements and the spacing and abundance of isotope peaks to propose 

chemical formulas for this ion, which can be useful for searching databases, such as 

ChemSpider 83.  The potential chemical formulas are scored by a proprietary 

algorithm and can be sorted based on probability as shown in Table VI. 

In addition to the accurate mass measurements, dynamic, automatic 

product ion scanning was used to record the fragment ions of the most abundant 

ion in each cycle.  The dynamic term means that once a precursor was subjected 

to product ion scanning a maximum of three times, it would be skipped and the 

next most abundant precursor used.  This is important for wide peaks or polymer 

smears, so that more, lower abundance precursors can be recorded as well.  The 

wealth of data provided in each LCMS analysis is difficult to reduce to paper. As an 

example, the MS and MS-MS analyses of the feature of m/z 611.53 are shown in Fig. 

4.11. 
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TABLE VI.  RANKING OF PREDICTED CHEMICAL FORMULAS FROM THE FORMULA 

PREDICTOR SOFTWARE FOR THE FEATURE OF M/Z 611.5.   
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Fig. 4.11.  Positive ion electrospray mass spectrum of the feature eluting at 15.9 min 

during the analysis of FP2, well H3. (A).   The number in parentheses describes the 

charge state of the ions as determined from the isotope pattern.  The data-

dependent product ion tandem mass spectrum were acquired for the most 

abundant precursor ion (m/z 611) resulting in the dynamic acquisition shown (B).  

The region m/z 300 to 400 of the product ion scan is shown enlarged (C). 
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 The preceding example displays the amount of information that may be 

obtained for a single analyte during metabolomics type testing.  Features were 

binned together, and the AUCs for each sample, blanks and pooled sample were 

sorted to identify the major metabolites that are likely responsible for the inhibition of 

AcPHF6 aggregation described in Chapter 3.  The fractions prepared immediately 

before and after the hit fraction were analyzed in the metabolomics guided 

profiling assay following the same protocol as described previously.  Features with 

less than 1,000,000 AUC were disregarded to limit the data to high abundance 

molecules.  The raw area found in the blank was subtracted from the feature's area 

which was then divided by the neighboring fraction's area.  A minimum ratio of 10 

was used to determine promising hits because the much higher concentration of 

those compounds would be responsible for the inhibition of aggregation.  The 

features identified using positive ion electrospray mass spectrometry and subjected 

to this data processing are displayed in Tables VII, VIII and IX.   

 The absolute identification of marine actinomycetes secondary metabolites is 

a challenge.  The amount of each metabolite is in the nanogram to microgram 

range, whereas milligrams are necessary for further purification and NMR 

spectroscopy.  Another, less certain method is the comparison and scoring of the 

accurate mass MS-MS data to a thorough database containing likely matches.  

However, the easily accessible databases for an academic researcher currently 

have the following limitations.   Analytes originating from the CAS Registry populate 

the  Scifinder database 84.  Chemspider is only capable of searching by 

monoisotopic mass, which does not take advantage of the isotope pattern and MS- 
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TABLE VII.  POSITIVE ION ELECTROSPRAY MASS SPECTROMETRY WAS USED TO IDENTIFY 

FEATURES IN WELL FP1 G8 WHICH ARE TENFOLD MORE ABUNDANT THAN THE 

PRECEDING (FP1F8) AND SUBSEQUENT (FP1 H8) FRACTIONS.  
 

m/z  RT  FP1 G8 Blank FP1 F8 FP1 H8 
Ratio to 
F8  

Ratio to 
H8 

610.1888 20.089 15376322 0 0 0 
  612.1859 20.541 3078349 0 0 0 
  611.1846 20.399 2820229 0 0 0 
  613.1894 20.114 2640606 0 0 0 
  663.4566 21.302 1824750 415189 0 0 
  591.4303 14.83 1529823 0 0 0 
  604.3867 13.412 1501854 603232 0 0 
  684.207 24.834 1324038 0 0 0 
  611.189 17.509 1314633 0 0 0 
  637.3035 15.782 1211004 0 0 0 
  550.6316 19.493 1079832 436788 0 0 
  685.2184 24.853 1063849 0 0 0 
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TABLE VIII.  POSITIVE ION ELECTROSPRAY MASS SPECTROMETRY WAS USED TO IDENTIFY 

FEATURES IN WELL FP2 H3 WHICH ARE TENFOLD MORE ABUNDANT THAN THE 

PRECEDING (FP2 G3) FRACTION. 

 

m/z RT FP2 H3 Blank FP2 G3 Ratio to G3 

611.5401 15.5 15302112 0 248808 61.5 

625.5503 16.245 9154697 0 113149 80.9 

515.4254 23.673 8298582 0 352125 23.6 

612.5422 15.908 6048604 0 0 
 597.524 15.132 4055420 0 0 
 626.5565 16.552 3584378 0 0 
 257.1489 0.387 3172345 0 0 
 684.2071 22.646 3054847 0 0 
 159.0795 0.475 2423373 0 80248 30.2 

550.6343 19.274 2176268 325514 0 
 684.21 19.997 2036377 0 0 
 686.2058 20.853 1992630 0 0 
 685.2065 22.936 1979528 0 0 
 663.4652 19.005 1797905 1521633 0 
 685.2052 23.954 1769955 0 0 
 637.3115 15.789 1757019 0 0 
 387.3197 9.226 1509946 0 0 
 686.2051 22.912 1409842 0 0 
 604.3848 13.413 1340838 805098 0 
 664.4599 19.827 1236862 260743 0 
 685.2145 19.934 1235275 0 0 
 550.6283 19.683 1170242 826960 0 
 550.6411 18.815 1105226 325514 0 
 244.1919 7.605 1079474 531790 51949 10.5 

687.2097 22.2 1021619 0 0 
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TABLE IX.  POSITIVE ION ELECTROSPRAY MASS SPECTROMETRY WAS USED TO IDENTIFY 

FEATURES IN WELL FP3 C5 WHICH ARE TENFOLD MORE ABUNDANT THAN THE 

PRECEDING (FP3 B5) AND SUBSEQUENT (FP3 D5) FRACTIONS. 
 

m/z RT FP3 C5 Blank FP3 B5 FP3 D5 Ratio to B5 Ratio to D5 

395.3652 17.05 8270271 0 553668 0 14.9 
 268.1069 0.479 5074845 0 0 283826 

 
17.9 

591.4303 14.828 4674925 0 0 0 
  411.3636 14.82 3458627 0 0 0 
  732.5479 13.102 3342584 0 55333 0 60.4 
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MS data acquired by the IT-TOF mass spectrometer 75.  METLIN is capable of 

searching MS-MS data, but currently contains only about 64,000 metabolites, most of 

which are mammalian 85.   

A hybrid approach to characterization and possibly identification is required 

to take advantage of any information that can be obtained from these low 

abundance metabolites.  One workflow described by Dr. George Chlipala 

proceeds in the following manner:  collect sediment, isolate bacteria, ferment a 

batch, homogenize and fractionate the natural products.  The fractions can then 

be tested in various biological assays and the active fraction selected for 

repurification by liquid chromatography with an ultraviolet detector if necessary.  

The pure compound can then be characterized by NMR spectroscopy and MS-MS 

then tested to check whether activity is retained.  Obtaining enough pure 

compound can be quite tedious and requires multiple fermentation and purification 

steps.  The overall outcome is to obtain as much structural data about the analyte 

as possible, and structure elucidation can be performed manually, or could be 

determined by matching in a proprietary database. 

 Daunorubicin was originally isolated from terrestrial actinobacteria, and  

many structural analogs have been studied over the past 50 years69.  The features 

from Tables VII, VIII and IX were investigated for the possibility of being an 

anthracycline.  Each feature was converted to a molecular weight resulting from 

[M+H]+ and [M+Na]+ and searched in the Massbank database.  No structurally 

related compounds were found.  Daunorubicin and doxorubicin form several 

common product ions when subjected to CID.  The m/z ratios of 321.07, 306.05, 
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130.08, and 86.06 were searched in automatic, dynamic product ion scan data 

from the metabolomics guided profiling experiments.  This was done to see if 

structural analogs to daunorubicin and doxorubicin were present in the important 

features of the hit fractions.  A mass width of 0.2 was used and investigated 

manually.  No evidence of structurally related features were found. 

4.4 Conclusions 

 The hit fractions identified by the high throughput screen were profiled using 

accurate mass spectrometry and dynamic product ion scanning to further 

understand the analytes present in each.  It will be useful to match the same 

fractions after the long culturing time required for obtaining more biomass from 

marine actinomycetes.  The new fractions could then be analyzed using the same 

approach to guarantee that the same metabolites are present. Some structural 

information can be gathered from the product ion scans.  A particularly interesting 

compound can be manually investigated, and potential structures can be 

proposed and evaluated. 

 Potentially active compounds for the inhibition of AcPHF6 aggregation can 

be pulled out of the large feature list by subtracting commonly occurring 

metabolites and noise peaks found in the blank.  This untargeted metabolomics 

based approach moves the difficult structure elucidation step to the end of the 

lead identification process, reducing the work on compounds that will not progress. 
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CHAPTER 5 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF PRX-07034 IN RAT TISSUE 

5.1 Introduction 

 5-HT6 receptors may serve as a target to improve cognitive function in a wide 

variety of neurological disorders.  The receptors are localized in the frontal cortex, 

striatum, and hippocampus; regions affected by tau related neuronal death, and 

are involved in cognition, memory and learning 83.  Though no compounds are yet 

approved, research is ongoing to discover and develop compounds that will restore 

cognition to AD patients through the 5-HT6 receptor 86.  Cognitive decline follows 

along with the progression of neurodegeneration, and the current course of 

treatment calls for the administration of cholinesterase inhibitors, which mask 

symptoms short term, but do not change the progression of the disease.  The 

inhibition of the metabolism of acetylcholine extends the half-life and potentiates 

the effects of the neurotransmitter, making up for the decreased number of 

neurons.  Serotonin modulators given in concert with neuroprotective compounds, 

such as tau aggregation inhibitors, would provide synergistic benefit 81. 

In addition to cognitive benefits, the 5-HT6 receptor antagonist P7C3 (an 

analog of latrepirdine, see Fig. 5.1) has been shown to cause neurogenesis and 

might restore neurons lost during the pre-diagnostic period of the disease 87.  

Latrepirdine (Dimebon) is a prototypical 5-HT6 antagonist and was originally 

developed as an antihistamine.  It showed positive effects in AD animal models 18, a 

phase 2 trial, and a double-blinded phase 3 trial with AD patients 38.  Further clinical 
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trials were aborted by the investigating drug companies because no improvement 

was seen in mild to moderate AD patients 38.  However, latrepiridine has been shown 

to act as a neuroprotective agent through multiple mechanisms, including inhibiting 

Aβ toxicity 18. 

 PRX-07034 (Fig. 5.1) is another selective 5-HT6 receptor antagonist, and may 

prove to be valuable in increasing working memory in patients with a deficit, as well 

as acting as a neuroprotective and neurogeneration agent like its related 

compounds 50.  The inhibition of serotonin receptor subtype increases retention of 

memory in rat models, but does not increase the formation of new memories 49.  

Structural analogs SB-271046-A and SB357134-A significantly increased memory 

retention in rats using a water maze task, whereas the acetyl cholinesterase inhibitor 

donepezil showed no effect 88.  The structures of these compounds are shown in Fig. 

5.1.  

 PRX-07034 has a high affinity for the 5-HT6 receptor, with a Ki of 4 to 8 nM, as 

determined by a radioligand binding assay described by McCreary and colleagues 

89.  The tested compound also has good selectivity for the GPCR receptor subtype.  

The binding affinity of PRX-07034 was determined for other 5-HT receptors as well as 

59 other proteins, including GPCRs, ion channels, and transporters to test target 

specificity.  It was found to bind the 5HT6 receptor with a much greater affinity than 

any other tested protein.  These results are summarized in Table X. 
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Fig. 5.1.  The structures of PRX-07034 (A), SB-271046-A (B) , SB357134-A (C), 

latrepirdine (D), P7C3 (E), and donepezil (F). 
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TABLE X.  THE RECEPTOR BINDING PROFILE OF PRX-07034 WITH RELATED 5HT 

RECEPTORS, GPCRS, DOPAMINE AND OPIOID RECEPTORS.  THE BINDING AFFINITIES 

WERE DETERMINED BASED ON THE PERCENT DISPLACEMENT OF PRX-07034 BY KNOWN 

LIGANDS. 
 

Receptor Ligand Tissue/receptor source 

PRX-07034 

Ki/IC50 

5-HT6 Serotonin/LSD Human cDNA 4-8 nM 

5-HT1A 8-OH-DPAT Human cDNA 420 nM 

5-HT1B Serotonin/cyanopindolol Rat cerebral cortex 260 nM 

5-HT1D Serotonin/antag not tested Bovine caudate 2.8 µM 

5-HT2A Ketanserin Human cDNA 2.5 µM 

5-HT2B Agonist not tested/LSD Human cDNA 2.5 µM 

5-HT2C Mesulergine Human cDNA 3.7 µM 

5-HT3 MDL 72222/BRL 43694 Human cDNA >5 µM 

5-HT4 Agonist not tested/GR113808 Human cDNA >5 µM 

5-HT5A Serotonin/LSD Human cDNA >5 µM 

5-HT7 Serotonin/LSD Human cDNA >5 µM 

Other GPCRs 

   Dopamine D3 (+)Butaclamol Human cDNA 71 nM 

Histamine H2 Cimetidine Guinea pig cerebellum 0.64 µM 

Opioid µ DAMGO Human cDNA 0.45 µM 
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 Though dietary, memory and behavioral effects of PRX-07034 have been 

documented in rats since 2006 44,86,90, no experimental evidence has been reported 

that the compound passes the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and enters the brain.  By 

measuring the concentration in the brain, further work can be justified in animal 

disease models, which are more expensive to perform. 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Reagents 

 PRX-07034 was obtained from Epix Pharmaceuticals (Lexington, MA).  Optima 

grade acetonitrile was purchased from Thermo Fisher (Fair Lawn, NJ).  FA and 

erythromycin were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). 

5.2.2 Animals 

 The study followed protocols established by the Guide for the Care and Use 

of Laboratory Animals 91. All animal handling, care and sample collection was 

performed by Phillip Baker in the UIC Department of Psychology.  Male Long-Evans 

(Charles River Laboratories, Indianapolis, IN) rats weighing approximately 350 g were 

used for the BBB penetration study.  They were given an intraperitoneal injection of 

either vehicle or 3 mg/kg PRX-07034, with 3 replicates for each condition.  The rats 

were sacrificed by decapitation 30 min post-injection and their brains removed.  

One mL of blood was collected at the time of sacrifice from which serum was 

prepared and frozen until analysis. 
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5.2.3 Sample Preparation 

 Whole rat brains were rinsed 3 times with deionized water, weighed and 

homogenized (Polytron Kinematica, Bohemia, NY) on ice with ice-cold 0.1% FA in 

deionized water, using 1 mL of buffer spiked with 50 nM erythromycin to 100 mg of 

tissue.  Aliquots (100 µL) of brain homogenate were portioned out to 0.6 mL 

microcentrifuge tubes.  Standard curve and recovery samples were spiked into 

control rat brain homogenate with the listed amount of PRX-07034, and the samples 

were vortex-mixed.  The "crash and shoot" method of sample preparation was used 

by doing the following steps 86.  Ice-cold acetonitrile (400 µL) was added to each 

vial to precipitate the protein, and then vortexed for 10 s and sonicated (Branson 

2210R-MTH) for 5 min.  The samples were centrifuged (Eppendorf 5804R) for 10 min at 

8,000 x g and the supernatant was removed from the pellet and dried under a 

stream of nitrogen in separate microcentrifuge tubes. 

 Internal standard erythromycin (50 nM) was added to each 100 µL aliquot of 

serum in 0.6 mL microcentrifuge tubes.  Standard curve and recovery samples were 

spiked with the listed amount of PRX-07034, and the samples were vortex-mixed.  

Ice-cold acetonitrile (400 µL) was added to each vial to precipitate the protein, and 

the vials were vortexed for 10 s and sonicated for 5 min.  The samples were 

centrifuged for 10 min at 8,000 x g, and the supernatant was removed from the 

pellet and evaporated to dryness under a stream of nitrogen in separate 

microcentrifuge tubes. At the time of analysis, samples were reconstituted in 50 µL of 

initial mobile phase, vortexed and centrifuged at 3000 x g to remove particulates. 
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Aliquots (40 µL) of each sample were loaded into autosampler vials for analysis using 

LC-MS-MS. 

 Blank brain and serum samples were used to evaluate recovery of the 

analyte and internal standard.  PRX-07034 (611 pg) and erythromycin (50 pg) were 

spiked into the blank samples either before or after extraction and processed as 

described above.  The raw LC-MS-MS peak areas of the analytes in each set of 

samples were compared to estimate the recovery of each after reconstitution in 

starting mobile phase.     

5.2.4 Quantitative Analysis Using Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry 

 A Shimadzu UHPLC (Nexera LC-30AD) system equipped with an autosampler 

was used to inject 1 µL of each sample onto a Shimadzu Shimpack XR-ODS III reverse 

phase column (2 x 50 mm, 1.6 µm packing).  The column was maintained at 40º C in 

a column oven.  Mobile phase A consisted of 0.2% formic acid in deionized water, 

and mobile phase B consisted of 0.2% formic acid in acetonitrile.  A linear gradient 

from 28% B to 50% B over 2 min at 0.3 mL/min, and the column was reequilibrated at 

28% B for 1.5 min.   

 A Shimadzu (LCMS-8030) triple quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with 

an electrospray source and controlled by Lab Solutions software, was used to 

record the SRM transitions m/z 454 to 199 and m/z 734 to 158 for the protonated 

molecules of PRX-07034 and the internal standard, respectively.  The AUC ratio was 

calculated by the LabSolutions Browser software using the following settings.  

Automatic integration by area was performed for one peak per transition with a 

minimum width of 5 seconds to be considered a peak.  The chromatograms were 
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smoothed using the standard method using 2 counts.  This smoothing function 

replaces the measured intensity of each point with the average of the two adjacent 

points 87.  The peaks were identified using the window method by absolute retention 

time, choosing the closest peak within a 10% target window and 20% reference ion 

ratio window.  A reference transition of m/z 454 to 184 was used to further confirm 

the identity of the PRX-07034 transition of m/z 454 to 199.  The set spectrum intensity 

of the qualifier ion was set to 50% of the quantifier with a default ion allowance of 

20%.  Quantitation was performed using the internal standard method with a 

constant concentration of erythromycin.  A best fit curve was fit to the data points 

linearly and was weighted, using 1/C.  1/C weighting increases the accuracy of 

lower concentration unknown and quality control samples.  The data at the high 

end of the calibration curve can dominate the linear regression because the 

absolute error of the instrument is larger at those points, but the relative error is 

constant over the curve 18.  The curve was not forced through zero.  The lower limit 

of detection (LLOD) was defined as S/N of at least 3, and the lower limit of 

quantitation (LLOQ) was defined as a S/N greater than 10.  Noise was calculated by 

the method recommended by the American Society for Testing and Materials for 

the whole range, which incorporates short-term noise, long-term noise, and drift.  

 The stock of PRX-07034 was analyzed by high resolutions mass spectrometry 

(HRMS) to confirm the presence of PRX-07034 and check for degradation or 

contamination of the standard.  A Shimadzu HPLC (Prominence LC-20AD-XR) system 

equipped with an autosampler was used to inject 1 µL of each sample using flow 

injection analysis.  Mobile phase A consisted of 0.1% formic acid in deionized water, 

and mobile phase B consisted of 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile.  An isocratic flow 
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of 50% B over 1 min at 0.2 mL/min was use to acquire data.  A Shimadzu (LCMS-IT-

TOF) ion trap-time of flight hybrid mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray 

source operated in positive mode and controlled by Lab Solutions software, was 

used to scan the m/z range of 100 to 1000.  The accurate mass determination is 

capable of predicting the molecular formula of the analyte, and can be used to 

confirm the identity of PRX-07034. 

 5.3 Method Validation 

 The recoveries of both PRX-07034 and erythromycin were tested for both 

matrices by spiking 2.45 ng/ 100 µL serum or brain homogenate into samples before 

sample preparation and after.  Three replicates of each condition were performed.  

The raw LC-MS-MS peak areas were determined by using LabSolutions software, and 

the ratio of averages was used to determine recovery.   

 The accuracy of the assay was evaluated by spiking known amounts of PRX-

07034 into blank serum and brain samples using the same protocol as the standard 

curve samples.  Two quality controls were used for each matrix, one in the lower 

third of the standard curve, and one in the upper third, but not the same 

concentration as any standard curve.   

 The linearity of response of the LC-MS-MS analysis of PRX-07034 in biological 

matrices was evaluated by preparing a 9-point standard curve in both rat brain 

homogenate and rat serum.  While a 3-order of magnitude standard curve is usually 

sufficient, the range of linearity was determined to greater than 4 orders of 

magnitude since the actual concentration of analyte was unknown prior to sample 
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preparation.  A best fit line, weighted 1/C, was applied, and the equation of the line 

was determined by Lab Solutions software.   

5.4 Results and Discussion 

 Validation of the analytical method described above requires analysis of the 

recovery of the analyte during sample cleanup.  An ideal sample preparation 

removes most small molecules, proteins and particulate matter from the analyte of 

interest, while being as cost and time effective as possible.  Small molecules found in 

biological matrices can suppress the ionization of PRX-07034 and the internal 

standard, causing diminished response and sensitivity by the LC-MS-MS instrument.  

However, not all small molecules can be discarded, as the analyte and internal 

standard must be retrieved from the matrix for analysis.  By comparing the raw area 

of each peak when extracted against the raw area of samples which were post-

extraction spiked with 2.45 ng / 100 µL sample, the recovery was determined and 

the results are shown in Table XI.   

PRX-07034 and erythromycin were recovered in the range of 54 to 123% from 

the two matrices.  100% extraction efficiency, while ideal, is not necessary for 

accurate quantitation.  The standard curve samples were spiked into the biological 

matrices and extracted, so the differences in extraction efficiency are taken into 

account during quantitation.  The recovery percentages exceed 100% due to 

instrument variation in raw AUC for each analysis.  The internal standard was 

structurally different so raw AUCs had to be compared, instead of normalization to 

the IS. 
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TABLE XI.  THE RESULTS OF THE RECOVERY EXPERIMENT FOR PRX-07034 AND 

ERYTHROMYCIN (INTERNAL STANDARD) IN RAT BRAIN HOMOGENATE AND SERUM.  

THREE REPLICATES WERE AVERAGED AND THE AVERAGE AUC OF THE PRESPIKED 

SAMPLE WAS COMPARED TO THE POSTSPIKED AVERAGE.  THIS METHOD WAS USED 

SINCE THE INTERNAL STANDARD IS NOT STRUCTURALLY SIMILAR AND HAS DIFFERENT 

RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS. 
 

Analyte (2.45 ng / 100 µL)and Matrix 

 

Mean 

Recovery % 

% Relative 

Standard 

Deviation  

PRX-07034 in rat brain homogenate 

 

114 12 

PRX-07034 in rat serum 

 

110 3.1 

Erythromycin in rat brain homogenate 

 

54 2.4 

Erythromycin in rat serum 

 

123 21 
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 The accuracy of the analytical method was assessed by spiking known 

amounts of PRX-07034 into blank matrices, processing and analyzing the samples, 

then calculating the error of the result.  A low concentration of 2.46 ng / 100 µL and 

a high concentration of 198 ng / 100 µL were used.  The accuracy results are shown 

in Table XII.   

 The lower limits of detection and quantitation were determined using the S/N 

ratios of 3 and 10 respectively, by preparing a serial 3-fold dilution of standards and 

spiking into pre-extracted serum and brain homogenate.  For the brain homogenate 

matrix, the chromatogram for the LLOD (91 pg / 100 µL) and LLOQ (272 pg / 100 µL) 

are shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.   

The same concentration levels were found for the LLOD and LLOQ in serum.  

The chromatograms are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5.  S/N was calculated by 

LabSolutions software, with noise calculated by the ASTM method over the entire 

analysis.  This study was used to determine the lowest range the analytical assay 

could measure reliable.   

The linearity of the analytical method described for the quantitation of PRX-

07034 was evaluated for both matrices.  Matrix matched standard curve samples 

were prepared as described in the methods section and analyzed by UHPLC-MS-MS.  

The analysis was linear over more than 4 orders of magnitude for both matrices.  

Mass spectrometers tend to have sigmoidal response curve to increasing 

concentrations, so the range of linearity needs to be determined for each analysis.  

The R2 value was found to be 0.999 and 0.994 for the brain and serum samples. 
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TABLE XII.  QUALITY CONTROL DATA WAS ACQUIRED TO TEST THE ACCURACY OF THE 

ASSAY AT LOW AND HIGH CONCENTRATIONS FOR BOTH BRAIN AND SERUM. 

 

Type Spiked Concentration Calculated 

Concentration 

Relative 

Accuracy (%) 

Serum - low 2.46 ng/100 µL serum 2.03 ng/100 µL serum 17.5% 

Serum - high 198 ng/100 µL serum 213 ng/100 µL serum 7.6% 

Brain – low 2.46 ng/10 mg brain 1.75 ng/10 mg brain 28.8% 

Brain – high 198 ng/10 mg brain 262 ng/10 mg brain 32.3% 
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Fig. 5.2.  Positive ion UHPLC-MS-MS (Shimadzu 8030) analysis of homogenized rat 

brain spiked with 91 pg / 100 µL PRX-07034 (top) and internal standard erythromycin 

(bottom) using CID and SRM.   
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Fig. 5.3.  Positive ion UHPLC-MS-MS (Shimadzu 8030) analysis of homogenized rat 

brain spiked with 272 pg/100 µL PRX-07034 (m/z 454  199 and 184) and internal 

standard erythromycin (m/z 734  158) using CID and SRM.   
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Fig. 5.4.  Positive ion LC-MS-MS (Shimadzu 8030) analysis of rat serum spiked with 91 

pg / 100 µL PRX-07034 (top) and internal standard erythromycin (bottom) using CID 

and SRM.  
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Fig. 5.5.  Positive ion LC-MS-MS (Shimadzu 8030) analysis of rat serum spiked with 272 

pg/100 µL PRX-07034 (top) and the internal standard erythromycin (bottom) using 

CID and SRM 
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The standard curve and best fit line equation are shown in Fig. 5.6 for rat brain 

samples and 5.7 for rat serum.  While no standard value makes a method 

acceptable, the R2 values exceed even the most rigorous linearity requirement, 

which is 0.990 or better. 

 The standard of PRX-07034 was confirmed by HRMS, which was performed by 

flow injection on a Shimadzu IT-TOF hybrid mass spectrometer.  The results confirmed 

the elemental composition of PRX-07034 and did not detect any significant 

impurities or degradation products.  The isotopic envelope of the base peak 

corresponding to [M+H]+ is shown in Fig. 5.8.  Formula Predictor software was used to 

compare the experimentally determined envelope to theoretical envelopes, and to 

determine the chemical formulas that would produce such an isotopic ratio.  An 

overall score was given to the experimental data taking into account the mass 

accuracy of the monoisotopic and isotopic peaks, as well as their relative 

abundance.  The closest theoretical match gave a chemical formula of 

C21H29ClN3O4S, which confirmed the expected formula of PRX-07034. 

Three analytical replicates of serum and brain from 3 different treated rats 

were prepared and analyzed by using the UHPLC-MS-MS method described 

previously.  Three untreated rats were used for the collection and pooling of matrix 

matched standard curve samples, and these samples were interspersed among the 

unknowns during UHPLC-MS-MS analysis.  The mean and standard deviation were 

calculated for the analytical replicates for each of the 3 rats in serum (Fig. 5.9) and 

brain (Fig. 5.10).  PRX-07034 was detected and quantitated in all serum and brain 
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Fig. 5.6.  The 9-point standard curve of PRX-07034 in rat brain in 3-fold steps from 0.09 

to 1782 ng/10 µg brain tissue.  The best fit line was weighted using 1/C and not 

forced through zero, having the equation Y = 106.67X + 0.355 and an R2 value of 

0.999. 
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Fig. 5.7.  The 9-point standard curve of PRX-07034 in rat serum in 3-fold steps from 

0.09 to 1782 ng/100 µL serum.  The best fit line was weighted using 1/C and not 

forced through zero, having the equation Y = 39.770X – 0.100 and an R2 value of 

0.994. 
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Fig. 5.8.  PRX-07034 was analyzed by flow injection – high resolution mass 

spectrometry to confirm its elemental composition. The isotope ratios of the 

compound (A) were compared with the theoretically derived values (B).  The 

compound received an isotope score of 62, a mass error of 4.84 ppm and was 

determined to contain 9.0 double bond equivalents, which was consistent with the 

expected elemental composition of C21H29ClN3O4S. 
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Fig. 5.9.  The concentration of PRX-07034 (ng/100 µL) in serum for the 3 rats tested 

with 3 analytical replicates each. 
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Fig. 5.10.  The concentration of PRX-07034 (ng/100 µg tissue) in brain homogenate of 

the 3 rats tested with 3 analytical replicates each. 
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samples, showing that an appreciable proportion of the drug reached the brain 

and was still present for at least one half hour post-intraperitoneal injection.  This is 

first analytical method for the direct measurement of PRX-07034 in vivo and the first 

confirmation that this compound crosses the BBB. Previously, PRX-07034 was 

presumed to cross the BBB based on indirect observation of behavioral changes 

post administration.   

 The brain samples were not perfused and voided of residual arterial blood, 

which contributes a small amount of PRX-07034 to the calculated brain 

concentration that did not actually cross the BBB.  The apparent plasma water 

space of Sprague-Dawley rats was determined to be 10.3±0.54 µL per gram of brain 

tissue92.  This volume of blood contributes up to 4.7% of the PRX-07034 measured in 

the brain tissue of rat 1, 3.8% in rat 2, and 7.2% of rat 3.  While this is a significant 

amount, the study still proves that a significant amount of PRX-07034 crosses the BBB. 

5.5 Conclusion 

 One of the limitations to treatment of AD and other frontotemporal 

dementias with therapeutic agent is the ability of the tested compound to cross the 

BBB and remain in the tissue to elicit a biological change.  PRX-07034 was 

conclusively shown to reach the brain following intraperitoneal injection, agreeing 

with the dietary, behavioral and memory effects previously described related to 

presumed selective inhibition of 5HT6 receptors.   

 Once the marine microbes that were identified as active in the AcPHF6 anti-

aggregation assay in Chapter 3 can be recultured, additional active fractions can 

be prepared. Then, the active compounds can be isolated and identified. 
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Thereafter, the active compounds can be administered to rats following the same 

protocol described in this chapter.  If the compound can penetrate the BBB in 

normal rats, it would become a good candidate for testing in biological models of 

the tauopathies.  If the compound cannot be measured in the brain, then structural 

modification of the lead compound may be possible that could enhance its BBB 

permeability and other factors such as bioavailability.   

 A thorough investigation of the absorption, distribution, metabolism, 

excretion, and toxicology of PRX-07034 would be the next step in this study.  This 

single time point study was able to positively confirm that the PRX-07034 is somewhat 

stable in serum in rats.  Furthermore, the compound is capable of crossing the BBB 

and reaching the brain, but at a lower concentration than the serum at 30 min post 

intraperitoneal injection.  While serum can be collected from one rat at several time 

points necessary for nonlinear kinetics studies, brain samples require sacrifice.  This 

increases the number of animals required and decreases the number of analytical 

replicates possible.   

Oral bioavailability of PRX-07034 also needs to be evaluated because 

capsules and pills provide a convenient route of administration.  Dosing schedules 

for human trials are based on the half-life of the compound in serum.  Distribution 

studies into more organs can be investigated to see where PRX-07034 partitions for 

potential organ toxicities.  The metabolic fate of the compound requires 

investigation and can be studied in vitro by incubation with rat liver microsomes and 

accurate mass LC-MS-MS analysis for common metabolic transformations.  Live 

animals are required to study the excretion profile of the compound, and UHPLC-
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MS-MS may be used as described above, but the metabolites must also be 

identified and measured.  Analytical standards for metabolites are difficult to obtain 

and require synthesis or large scale in vitro metabolism and purification, adding a 

large amount of work to the study.  Toxicology should be evaluated at high doses of 

the compound in otherwise healthy animals.  Overall, the ADMET studies require a 

large expenditure of time and funds, so the efficacy of the compound must justify 

such investment.
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 A novel LC-MS-MS tau aggregation assay was developed to test natural 

product fractions which would not be possible with the commonly utilized 

fluorescence assay.  The previous assay was limited to testing pure, single 

compounds.  Mass spectrometry allowed for the use of smaller volumes and lower 

concentrations of the natural product fraction and peptide construct.  The assay 

described in this dissertation also fixes the high rate of false positives and negatives 

caused by absorption of excitation or emission wavelengths that plague the 

fluorescence assay.  The mass spectrometry based assay did not suffer from the 

quenching of fluorescence by iron or copper ions, as happens in the previous 

method.   

 The novel assay can be used to study the aggregation of full length tau 

proteins.  While more expensive than the peptide construct, hit fractions or purified 

compounds could be tested in the same manner with the protein.  The mass 

spectrometry based assay would still be superior to the fluorescence assay because 

it uses lower concentrations of the aggregating species.   

 Throughput of the natural product fraction screening could be increased by 

using the autosampler as a liquid handling robot.  This would remove most of the 

hands on time required for screening and extend the workday from 8 to 24 hours.  

The Nexera SIL-30 autosampler is capable of handling 96 well plates and could 

make the mixture of incubation solution, natural product fraction and peptide 
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construct just prior to analysis.  This was attempted during assay development, but it 

appeared that mixing was insufficient.  A small advance in mixing ability for the 

autosampler would be required, either by increasing the dispensing speed or 

sample loop volume. 

 Rationally designed Inhibitor 1a was found to inhibit AcPHF6 aggregation in 

the mass spectrometry based assay, as it did in the fluorescence assay, which 

agreed with previously published literature.  While likely limited by multiple violations 

of Lipinski’s rules from reaching the marketplace, Inhibitor 1a can act as a positive 

control for tau aggregation assays.  Additional natural product fractions from any 

source could be tested for activity in the aggregation assay, especially with the 

automation of liquid handling.   

 Three fractions from marine actinomycetes cultures were found to have 

significant activity in the novel assay.  Once a greater volume of actinomycetes can 

be grown up, each of the hit fractions should be further purified to isolate single 

compounds, which would then be retested in the aggregation assay.  Once the 

single small molecule responsible for inhibition is isolated, the structure could be 

determined using NMR, IR, and mass spectroscopy.  Very few databases are 

available for searching, as is typically done with human metabolites, which are 

much more commonly studied.   

 The three fractions were profiled following a metabolomics approach, which 

will guarantee the active fractions of the next, higher volume reculture can be 

tested again.  Features from the hit fractions were identified and sorted that had the 

highest abundance and didn't also appear in a pooled sample or the blank 
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analysis.  This removes commonly occurring metabolites and system noise.  

Chemical formulas were proposed that most closely match the accurate mass 

measurement and MS-MS data when available.  This process helps to move the 

identification step to the end of the study, because it is the most difficult and time 

consuming step of natural product screening assays. 

 The 5-HT6 receptor antagonist PRX-07034 was quantified in both rat serum 

and brain, showing the small molecule reached the brain in vivo, which had never 

been proven previously.  The UHPLC-MS-MS method was validated within common 

guidelines and was accurate and specific for PRX-07034.  A single time point study 

was used to decrease the number of animals required, but a full DMPK study should 

be undertaken.  The oral bioavailability of the antagonist remains unknown because 

intraperitoneal injections were used for delivery.  The same analytical method 

validated in this study can be followed for the samples collected at multiple time 

points.  The metabolic products and method of excretion would be the next areas 

study to bring this compound closer to clinical use.   
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